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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The need for effective leaders in institutions of higher education 
is a plea made by many authors as identified in the educational litera-
ture. Cyert (1983) mentioned changes that are occurring in social cir-
cumstances and expectations which are confronting higher education 
administrators. These changes require management and leadership skills 
that differ from those used in the past! as higher education institutions 
are moving from a period of growth into a period of stability or possible 
decline. McDade (1988) admonished colleges and universities to select 
leaders and managers that were strong and visionary and who would be able 
to transform their visions into reality. 
Scholarly fascination with leaders and leadership dates back to at 
least the work of Plato (Duke, 1986). Duke stated that the study of 
leadership has grown in complexity as the roles of leaders have also 
grown more complex. The focus of much of the scientific research since 
the beginning of the twentieth century has focused on the determinants of 
leadership effectiveness {Yukl, 1981). 
Stogdill (1974, p. 259) commented that 11 There are almost as many 
definitions of leadership as· there are persons who have attempted to 
define the concept. 11 Definitions of leadership usually have as a common 
denominator the assumption that it is a group phenomenon involving the 
interaction between two or more persons (Janda, 1960). Enochs (1981, p. 
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' 178) stated: 11 Leadership is like beauty: It is difficult to define or 
describe, but you know it when you see it. 11 
Conceptions of leadership effectiveness also differ from writer to 
writer. One major distinction between definitions of leadership effec-
tiveness is the selected criterion. The selected outcomes may include 
group performance, the accomplishment of group goals, group worth, satis-
faction with the leader, and the leader • s retention of status in the 
group {Yukl, 1981). Effectiveness, as defined by Reddin (1970), is the 
extent to which a manager achieves the output requirements for a posi-
tion. Fiedler (1964) indicated that the effectiveness of a particular 
leader was contingent upon the favorability of the situation in which the 
leader was involved. Research by Alexander (1980) indicated that the 
most effective group leaders were those perceived as highly energetic, 
supportive, and flexible in their style, and who provided stimulation for 
the group and the opportunity for emotional expression and closeness. 
Leadership studies performed at Ohio State University, the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and Harvard University collectively established a basis 
for a contemporary study of management styles and management effective-
ness. Despite differences in methodology of the studies, results were 
similar in that all identified management behavior as either task-
oriented or relationship-oriented. Thus, this particular study based its 
investigation on academic chairpersons of physical education departments• 
use of task and relationship dimensions in various situations while fo-
cusing its analysis on the effectiveness dimension that Reddin {1970) 
introduced in his 3-D Management Theory. 
Hersey and Blanchard (1982) indicated that, by adding the effec-
tiveness dimension to the task and relationship dimension, Reddin (1970) 
integrated the concepts of management style with the situational demands 
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of a specific environment. The theory addressed the question: What 
types of situations match particular leadership styles to maximize 
effectiveness? 
Academic department chairpersons encounter many diverse situations, 
including the administrative tasks of the department, in addition to the 
personal responsibilities of teaching, research, and scholarship (Heim-
ler, 1967).' According to Reddin• s (1970) 3-0 Management Style Theory, 
managers were asked to look at five situational elements which make up 
the total situation they were in and to use the appropriate blend of task 
and relationship orientation. Reddin•s application of the 3-D Theory was 
careful to emphasize that management style changed with the situation and 
job. Wolotkiewicz (1980) defined management style as the blending of 
task and relationship: 
Style must be developed that will lead to the most effective 
utilization of available resources. • • • The exact pattern of 
the combination will be determined by the nature of the situa-
tion and the individuals involved 11 (p. 11). 
Style and effectiveness were considered to be unique to the person 
and the situation. Drucker (1966) stressed that effective executives are 
as different as physicians, high school teachers, or violinists. Red-
din • s (1970) application of the 3-D Theory cautioned that management 
style changed with the situation and the job. He further emphasized that 
the fundamental issue in management is the concept of managerial 
effectiveness. 
Statement of the Problem 
Limited research has been completed which specifically addressed 
administrative characteristics; leadership style; and preparation of cur-
rent health, physical education, and recreation (HPER) administrators. 
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Frost and Marshall (1977) indicated that administrative characteristics 
necessary for one organization may not be appropriate for another. 
The problem, as defined by this study, was to address the relation-
ship between management effectiveness and selected demographics of 
chairpersons of physical education departments in higher education 
institutions. Responses were sought to the following research questions: 
1. What type of management styles are being utilized by physical 
education chairpersons? 
2. Are the management styles being used by physical education 
chairpersons classified as more effective or less effective? 
3. Is there a relationship between selected personal and profes-
sional characteristics of physical education chairpersons and their man-
agement effectiveness? 
Need for the Study 
It has become increasingly apparent to the researcher that 1 eader-
ship behavior has received considerable attention in the educational 
literature. There have been many research studies concerned with leader-
ship styles of academic chairpersons, but most have dealt with the issue 
on a general basis. It was also apparent following the review of liter-
ature that there was a lack of information about leadership style and 
behavior of chairpersons of physica,l education departments in small col-
leges and universities. Most of the research appeared to be focused on 
larger research universities. 
Administrative texts in physical education have focused on formal 
organizational methods rather than leadership behavior and managerial 
effectiveness. Research efforts consist mainly of exploring the func-
tions, duties, and problems of administration (Mcintyre3 1981}. 
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The forthcoming retirement of a number of faculty and administrators 
in higher education demonstrates a need for competent chairpersons. It 
has been predicted that between 1990 and 2004, academic departments will 
need to hire 335,000 new faculty (Creswell, 1990). This study showed 
that 59.6% of the respondents were over 51 years of age. The fastest 
growth in higher education is taking place in administration (Chronicle 
of Higher Education, 1990). 
A study of the leadership styles of current chairpersons may help in 
the selection of the new chairpersons to ensure that excellence will be 
maintained. Knowledge of the leadership styles of the present department 
chairpersons may identify areas of concern for these administrators. An 
additional need for the study included the selected professional and 
personal factors influencing their leadership behavior. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were tested at the .01 level of signifi-
cance: 
Hypothesis 1. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experience in their current 
position. 
la. There are no significant differences in the task orientation 
scores among HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experience in 
their current position. 
lb. There are no significant differences in the relationships ori-
entation scores among HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experi-
ence in their current position. 
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lc. There are no significant differences in the leadership style 
among HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experience in their 
current position. 
Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference in the task orien-
tation, relationships orientation scores, ~nd leadership style between 
HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
2a. There is no significant difference in the task orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
2b. There is no significant difference in the relationships ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
2c. There is no significant difference in the leadership style 
between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
Hypothesis 3. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional experience. 
3a. There are no significant differences in the task orientation 
scores among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional 
experience. 
3b. There are no significant differences in the relationships ori-
entation scores among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of profes-
sional experience. 
3c. There are no significant differences in the leadership style 
among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional 
experience. 
!:l,ypothesis 4. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
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4a. There are no significant differences in the task orientation 
scores among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
4b. There are no significant differences in the relationships ori-
entation scores among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
4c. There are no significant differences in the leadership style 
among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
Hypothesis 5. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time faculty members 
supervised. 
5a. There are no significant differences in the task orientation 
scores among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time fac-
ulty members supervised. 
5b. There are no significant differences in the relationships ori-
entation scores among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-
time faculty members supervised. 
5c. There are no significant differences in the leadership style 
among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time faculty mem-
bers supervi~ed. 
Hypothesis 6. There is no significant difference in the task orien-
tation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER 
chairpersons based on different levels of formal management or adminis-
trative education. 
6a. There is no significant difference in the task orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of formal 
management or administrative education. 
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6b. There is no significant difference in the relationships ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based on different 1 evel s of 
formal management or administrative education. 
6c. There is no significant difference in the leadership style 
between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of formal management 
or administrative education. 
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference in the task orien-
tation, relationships orientation scores, and leadership style between 
HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the position. 
7a. There is no significant difference in the task orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the 
position. 
7b. There is no significant difference in the relationships ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection 
for the position. 
7c. There is no s-Ignificant difference in the leadership style 
between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the position. 
Delimitations 
The delimitations of the study were: 
1. The study was delimited to the investigation of leadership style 
as measured by the Management Position Analysis Test (Reddin~ 1983a) and 
the relationship to specific personal and professional characteristics as 
measured by a demographic data sheet designed by the researcher. 
2. The study was delimited to physical education chairpersons em-
ployed in baccalaureate plus limited master•s degree granting public 
four-year institutions whose enrollment ranged between 2,000 to 10.000 
students. 
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Limitations 
The limitations inherent to the study were: 
1. The results of the study were extremely tentative due to the 
small number of respondents and are confined to the institutions in the 
study. Extensive generalization beyond this would not be directly sup-
ported by the study. 
2. Survey information was often subject to sampling error. 
Assumptions 
The study was based on the following underlying assumptions: 
1. The subjects participating in the study understood the questions 
on the Management Position Analysis Test {MPAT) (Reddin, 1983a) and re-
sponded to the best of their abilities. 
2. The variables affecting the functions of the chairpersons were 
assumed to be homogeneous among the participating institutions. 
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions were selected and used in this study. The 
definitions which apply to the 3-D Management Position Analysis Test were 
offered by Reddin (1980). 
Autocrat. A manager who is using a high task orientation and a low 
relationship orientation in a situation where such behavior is inappro-
priate and who is therefore less effective; perceived as having no con-
fidence in others. unpleasant, and interested only in the immediate task. 
Basic Leadership Style. The way in which a manager behaves as mea-
sured by the amount of task orientation and relationships orientation 
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used. The four basic styles are: Integrated, Dedicated, Related, and 
Separated. 
Benevolent Autocrat. A manager who is using a high task orientation 
and a low relationships orientation in a situation where such behavior is 
appropriate and who is therefore more effective; perceived as knowing 
what he wants and how to get it without creating resentment. 
Bureaucrat. A manager who is using a low .task orientation and a 
low relationships orientation in a situation where such behavior is ap-
propriate and who is therefore more effective; perceived as being pri-
marily interested in rules and procedures for their own sake and as 
conscientious. 
Compromiser. A manager who is using a high task orientation and 
high relationships orientation in a situation that requires a high orien-
tation to only one or neither and who is, therefore, less effective; 
perceived as being a poor decision maker, as one who allows various pres-
sures in the situation to influence him/her too much, and as avoiding or 
minimizing immediate pressures and problems rather than maximizing long-
term production. 
Dedicated Style. A basic style with more than average task orienta-
tion and less than average relationships orientation. 
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Deserter. A manager who is using a low task orientation and a low 
relationships orientation in a situation where such behavior is inappro-
priate and who is therefore less effective; perceived as uninvolved and 
passive or negative. 
Developer. A manager who is using a high relationships orientation 
and a low task orientation in a situation where such behavior is appro-
priate and who is therefore more effective; perceived as having implicit 
trust in people and as being primarily concerned with developing them as 
individuals. 
Divi sian/Department. A term which refers to the smallest formal 
instructional-administrative unit within a state-supported, four-year 
institution. 
Divi sian/Department Chairperson. The formally designated head of 
the smallest instructional-administrative unit of a state-supported, 
four-year institution. 
Dominant Styles. The style~ most commonly used. 
Executive. A manager who is using a high task orientation and a 
high relationships orientation in a situation where such behavior is 
appropriate and who is therefore more effective; perceived as a good 
motivating force who sets high standards, treats everyone somewhat 
differently, and prefers team management. 
Integrated Style. A basic style with more than average task orien-
tation and more than average relationships orientation. 
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Leaders. The individuals in the group given the task of directing 
and coordinating task-relevant group activities or who, in the absence of 
a designated leader, carries the primary responsibi 1 ity for performing 
these functions in the group (Fiedler, 1967). 
Leadership. The ability to influence or motivate an individual or a 
group of individuals to work willingly toward a given goal or objective 
under a specific set of circumstances (Tucker, 1984). 
Leader Effectiveness. The extent to which a leader influences his/ 
her followers to achieve group objectives. 
Leadership Style. The consistent manner in which the manager 
conducts himself in influencing the thoughts and actions of the individ-
ual or group. It is operationally defined as the combination of an 
individual• s score on the task orientation, relationships orientation~ 
and effectiveness levels. 
Management Position Analysis Test (MPAT). A device designed to 
measure the types of behavior, in terms of task and relationships, used 
with more effective and less effective behavior of managers in their 
present positions. 
Manager. A person occupying a position in a formal organization who 
is responsible for the work of at 1 east one other person and who has 
formal authority over that person. 
Managerial Style. An assessment of the appropriateness and there-
fore effectiveness of a particular basic style in a situation. 
Missionary. A manager who is using a high relationships orientation 
and a low task orientation in a situation where such behavior is inappro-
priate and who is therefore less effective; perceived as being primarily 
interested in harmony. 
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Over-Rejected Styles. Those styles used much less than others. 
They are seldom, if ever~ used. They indicate the less effective things 
a manager least likes to do. 
Related Style. A basic style with less than average task orienta-
tion and more than average relationships orientation. 
Relationships Orientation. The extent to which a manager has per-
sonal job relationships; characterized by listening~ trusting, and 
encouraging. 
Separated Style. A basic style with less than average task orienta-
tion and less than average relationships orientation. 
Situational Demand. The basic style required by all dominant situa-
tional elements in order for managerial effectiveness to be increased. 
Supporting Styles. Those styles on which a high score is obtained 
but not high enough to call it dominant. 
Task Orientation. The extent to which a manager directs his/her own 
and his/her co-workers• efforts characterized by initiating, organizing, 
and directing. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Definitions of Leadership 
Leadership has been one of the most researched topics in the social 
sciences. 11 Four decades of research on leadership have produced a be-
wildering mass of findings. The endless accumulation of empirical data 
has not produced an integrated understanding of leadership 11 (Bass, 1981, 
p. xvii). Burns (1978) described the confusion concerning leadership as 
one of the most observed and least understood phenomena 
on earth. There is no school of leadership, intellectual or 
practical. No central concept has emerged, in part, because 
scholars have worked in separate disciplines in pursuit of 
unrelated questions and problems (pp. 2-3). 
There are almost as many different definitions of leadership as 
there are researchers who have attempted to define what leadership actu-
ally is. Bennis and Nanus (1985) estimated that over 350 definitions of 
leadership have been formulated over the last few decades. Everyone who 
has written about leadership appears to have developed his or her own 
definition or explanation of the concept. 
The following are selected definitions of the term 11 leadership 11 
found in the literature that emphasize several concepts for the purpose 
of this study. Fiedler (1967), one of the more influential researchers 
and theorists, defined leadership as 11 ••• an interpersonal relationship 
in which power and influence are unevenly distributed so that one person 
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is able to direct and control the actions and behaviors of others to a 
greater extent than they direct and control his 11 (p. 11). 
Stogdill (1950} defined leadership as 11 • the process of influ-
encing the activities of an organized group toward goal-setting and goal-
achievement. It is a process by which the leader influences his 
followers to achieve group objectives .. (p. 28}. In 1984, Tucker pointed 
out that leadership implied a relationship 'between the leader and one or 
more followers working' will i,ngly to achieve a common objective. 
Gibb (1954) considered leadership as a quality within the group 
which must be carried out by the group. Leadership was considered as 
shared or 11 distributed leadership... Gardner (1990} also emphasized the 
idea of shared leadership by defining leadership as 11 ••• the process of 
persuasion or example by which an individual (or leadership team) induces 
a group to pursue objectives held by the leader or shared by the leader 
and his or her followers 11 (p. 1}. 
The myriad of definitions of leadership might suggest that there is 
little agreement as to the meaning of the term. Thibaut and Kelly (1961) 
considered that: 
Among the complex aspects of leadership, there do not seem to 
be any properties unique to the phenomena. In virtually all 
cases leadership seems to be analyzable in terms of other, 
simpler concepts. For example, the leader often emerges as a 
possessor of power which enables him to initiate changes in the 
behavior of other persons or to introduce innovations. In 
other instances, the 1 eader appears as a person who performs 
certain functions for the group (p. 289}. 
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Two assumptions about the leadership process appeared in most defi-
nitions. These assumptions were that: (1} it was a group phenomenon 
which involved the interaction between two or more persons, and (2} it 
involved an intentional influence exerted by the leader over the fol-
lowers (Yukl, 1981). Katz and Kahn (1966) classified the various 
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definitions of leadership into three major compartments: (1) as the 
attribute of a position, (2) as the characteristic of a person, and (3) 
as a category of behavior. 
The essence of the multitude of meanings and explanations of leader-
ship can perhaps be better appreciated by noting an assessment made by 
Stogdill (1974). He presented the thought that different definitions of 
leadership may serve the following purposes: 
1. Identify the object to be observed. 
2. Identify a form of practice. 
3. Satisfy a particular value orientation. · 
4. Avoid a particuldr value orientation or implication for 
practice. 
5. Provide a basis for theory development (p. 16). 
An Overview of Leadership Theories 
Leadership has . been studied and researched for a number of years, 
resulting in numerous theories. No universally accepted theoretical 
framework of leadership has been developed. As Bennis (1959) suggested: 
The concept of leadership eludes us or turns up in another form 
to taunt us again with its slipperiness and complexity. So we 
have invented an endless proliferation of terms to deal with it 
••• and still the concept is not sufficiently defined (p. 
259). 
Three major approaches to leadership study include the trait theory, the 
behavioral theory, and the situational theory. 
The traitist approach attempted to determine what characteristics a 
successful leader possessed by studying the leader•s personality or phys-
ical make-up. The theory asserted that there was a finite number of 
identifiable traits or characteristics which one could use to distinguish 
between effective and ineffective leaders. Researchers attempted to 
isolate those specific traits that endowed leaders with unique qualities 
which made them different from their followers (Hoy and Miskel, 1982). 
Hundreds of trait studies were conducted during the 1930s and 1940s 
to discover these leadership qualities (Yukl, 1989). However, the re-
search failed to identify any traits that would guarantee leadership 
success. Jenkins (1947), after reviewing the leadership studies of sev-
eral groups, said: 11 No single trait or group of characteristics has been 
isolated which sets off the leader from the members of his group 11 (pp. 
74-75). Stogdill (1974) investigated over 100 trait studies in an 
attempt to determine the validity of the trait theory. His studies con-
cluded that a limited number of traits appeared to correlate with effec-
tive leadership. The traits with the highest positive correlations with 
leadership were: intelligence, self-confidence, and task-relevant knowl-
edge. Evidence suggested that 11 Leadership exists between persons in a 
social situation, and that persons who are leaders in one situation may 
not necessarily be leaders in other situations 11 (Stogdill, 1974, p. 126). 
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The early searches for personality traits 1.0 distinguish leaders 
from followers were remarkably unsuccessful (Hoy and Miskel, 1982). 
Stogdill (cited in Bass, 1981) essentially eliminated the search for 
universal traits by finding that 11 Leadership is not a matter of passive 
status nor of the mere possession of some combination of traits 11 (p. 68). 
Jenkins (1947, pp. 74-75) concluded: 11 Fifty years of study have failed 
to produce one personality trait or set of qualities that can be used to 
discriminate 1 eaders from non-1 eaders. 11 The genera 1 trend was a move 
from the 11trait approach 11 in favor of a more flexible approach which 
recognized that the qualities of the leaders were a response to group 
situations and demands. Hemphill (1949) stated: 
There are no absolute leaders, since successful leadership must 
always take into account the specific requirements imposed by 
the nature of the group which is to be led, requirements as 
diverse in nature and degrees as are the organizations in which 
persons band together {p. 225). 
According to Yukl (198~, p. 176), 11 The premise that certain leader-
ship traits are absolutely necessary for effective leadership has not 
been substantiated in several decades of trait research... However, re-
cent research has renewed an interest in the relationship between certain 
individual traits and leadership behavior. House and Betz {1979) con-
tended that trait research should be continued because, 11 The magnitude of 
the correlations between leader traits and criteria of leadership are as 
high and often higher than correlations between leader behavior and lead-
ership criteria 11 {p. 352). Some researchers are now attempting to relate 
traits to specific role requirements for different types of managerial 
positions. It is now recognized that certain traits increase the likeli-
hood that a leader will be more effective, but they do not guarantee 
effectiveness, and the relative importance of different traits is depend-
ent on the nature of the leadership situation {Bass, 1981). 
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Ghiselli {1963) dlscovered five traits--intelligence, supervisory 
ability, initiative, self-assurance, and individuality--to be signifi-
cantly correlated with management performance. In 1984, Bennis completed 
a five-year study with 90 successful executives and their subordinates. 
Four common traits were shared by all of the leaders: 11 (1) management of 
attention, {2) management of meaning, {3) management of trust, and man-
agement of self 11 {Bennis, 1984, p. 19). 
Stogdill 1s {1970) basic conclusion that 11 The qualities, characteris-
tics, and skills required in a leader are determined to a large extent by 
the demands of the situation in which he is to function as a leader .. {p. 
123) led to the study of leader behaviors. The assumption behind the 
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style and behavior theories was that subordinates would perform effec-
tively for leaders who used a particular style of leadership. 
The behavioral theory of leadership evolved primarily as a reaction 
to the dissatisfaction with the traitist approach. Supporters of the 
behavioral approach viewed leadership behavior as a two-way process. and 
one of interaction involving shared experiences (Geering, 1980). Halpin 
(1955) stated that this approach was a natural result of the surveys of 
Gibb (1954} and Stogdill (1948), which indicated that leadership was a 
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• complex social phenomenon that cannot be treated meaningfully when 
conceived as an isolated trait or entity viewed apart from related group 
and institutional factors 11 (pp. 18-19). 
The leadership studies initiated at Ohio State University in 1945 
were an attempt to investigate the determinants of leader behavior and to 
determine the efforts of leadership style on work-group performance and 
satisfaction (Fleishman, 1957). Two significant dimensions of leader-
ship, initiating structure and consideration, were identified by Halpin 
and Winer (Halpin, 1966), based on the work of Hemphill and Coons (1957). 
Initiating structure included behavior in which the supervisor organized 
and defined group activities to fulfill the organizational goals. Con-
sideration implied friendship, mutual trust, respect, and warmth between 
the leader and members of the group. The emphasis turned to whether the 
leader was employee-centered, task-centered, both, or neither. 
The Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LDBQ) (Hemphi 11 
and Coons, 1959) was designed to describe how a leader carried out his or 
her activities. The scores derived from the responses to the question-
naire were used to indicate a manager•s style of leadership. 
Fleishman and Harris (1970) suggested that consideration and initia-
tion of structure are independent. Thus, a leader may score high on both 
dimensions, low on both, or high on one and low on the other. Lowin, 
Hrapchak, and Kavanagh (1969) argued: 
It is possible to exert considerable direction on the activi-
ties of one•s subordinate, yet still maintain a highly support-
ive relationship with him. Just this delicate fusion of a high 
level of consideration and a high level of initiating structure 
may be the key to effective supervision (p. 238). 
The same idea was also supported by Halpin•s (1966) study of educa-
tional administrators. His opinion of effective leadership was charac-
terized by high consideration and high initiation of structure. 
In a study conducted by Hemphill (1955) using the LBDQ on 22 depart-
ments in a liberal arts college, it was found that the department chair-
persons with the best campus 11 reputation11 for effective administration 
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were those who attended to the details of leadership concerning: (1) 
organizing departmental activities and initiating new ways of solving 
departmental problems, and, at the same time, (2) developing warm consid-
erate relationships with members of the department. 
Early behavioral studies analyzed the effects on the group•s per-
formance of the leader•s behavior associated with different styles of 
leadership. Style is related to the amount of control over the subordi-
nates exercised by the leader. The concepts of autocratic, democratic, 
and laissez-faire leadership differentiated leaders based on whether they 
were directive or participatory, emphasized tasks or individual satisfac-
tion, and encouraged or discouraged interpersonal conduct (Lewin, Lip-
pitt, and White, 1939). 
This research, along with many other studies, led to the notion that 
leaders should be democratic in nature. Fuel was added to the 11 demo-
cratic is right 11 idea by Likert•s (1958, 1967) studies conducted at the 
University of Michigan in which it was shown that, for certain groups in 
certain situations, the democratic style was productive and group members 
had higher morale and more satisfaction when supervised under such a 
style than when subjected to other styles. 
The leadership dimensions, consideration and initiating structure, 
of the Ohio Studies have been likened to the authoritarian-democratic 
styles. Campbell et al. (1970) compared the initiating structure as used 
by the Ohio group to the authoritarian style. Sayles (1966) pointed out 
that employee orientation, which is a factor of consideration, was 
closely associated with democratic leadership. 
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Knezevich (1969) identified three basic leadership styles which 
leaders developed. One, classified as 11 nomothetic 11 , described a by-the-
book, or institutional oriented leader. Decisions are based entirely 
upon the rules and regulations of the institution. Insecures unknowl-
edgeable administrators often use this style of behavior. A second type 
was labeled as 11 ideographic 11 • This leader placed the self and person-
ality in opposition to the institutional guides and policies. The third 
style of leadership was called 11 transactional, 11 or subordinate centered. 
This style utilized a goal-oriented subordinate involvement decision-
making process which followed institutional guideline and policy. Kneze-
vich (1969) described transactional leadership as the most demanding yet 
effective style of leadership. 
Blake and Mouton (1964) created the Managerial Grid in which manage-
ment styles were illustrated in a two-dimensional approach, a concern for 
people (vertical axis), and a concern for productivity (horizontal axis). 
Their approach emphasized that the two dimensions were complementary and 
these concerns must be integrated to achieve effective performance. A 
leader who had maximum concern for people received a rating of nine. 
Likewise, a leader who had maximum concern for production also received a 
nine. The most effective and desirable style of leadership was one with 
an ideal rating of 9.9, or described as a team management style. Other 
management styles depicted in the grid are shown in Figure 1. 
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Source: R. Blake and J. Mouton, The Managerial Grid (1964). 
Figure 1. The Managerial Grid 
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While much effort was devoted to the search for the 11 ideal" leader-
ship style, one which maximized productivity and satisfaction in all 
situations, the research indicated that there was no one best leadership 
style. All of the behavioral theories assumed that leaders are effective 
when they engage in those activities which are most important for the 
specific situation. No one style of leadership is appropriate for all 
situations encountered by a leader. Yukl (1981) criticized the consid-
eration and initiating categories for presenting a simplistic picture of 
leadership: "They fail to capture the great diversity of behavior re-
quired by most kinds of managers and administrators" (pp. 121-122). The 
1 eader must choose a style that wi 11 best meet the needs of the group 
members and the goals of the organization, while satisfying the leader's 
own needs (Carlisle, 1973). 
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During the late 1960s, researchers recognized the limitations of the 
behavioral theories and began to focus on the importance of situational 
factors, such as the nature of the task performed by the group and the 
nature of the working environment. These studies introduced the idea 
that the most effective style would fit the present situation. Vroom 
(1960} agreed with this notion by emphasizing the point that the effec-
tiveness of a leader cannot be determined without taking into account the 
nature of the situation. Reddin (1970, p. 61) stated: 11 The effective-
ness of any behavior depends on the situation in which it is used. To 
know how to be effective, then, a manager needs to know how to read situ-
ations.11 Situational theories proposed that effective leadership de-
pended on factors such as the nature of the externa 1 environment, the 
type of task, the personal qualities of the leader, leader-follower rela-
tions, maturity of the followers, availability of reward systems, clar-
ification of roles, or any one of dozens of other factors, depending upon 
the specific theory (Bass, 1981; Yukl, 1981). 
Fiedler (1967) developed his Contingency Model which was the first 
major theory to specifically view group performance or effectiveness as 
dependent upon the interaction of leadership style and the favorableness 
of the situation. This model has been reported as the most widely re-
searched and most widely criticized framework for studying leadership 
(Bass, 1981). Fiedler • s mode 1 suggested that leaders have a particular 
style and the effectiveness of the leader in a particular situation will 
be dependent on the match between style (either task-oriented or 
relationship-oriented), the existing leader-member relations, the type of 
task, and the position power of the leader. Leaders were primarily in-
clined to be either task- or relations-oriented. These notions were very 
similar to initiating structure and consideration. 
Fiedler (1967) designed the Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) Scale to 
measure leadership style. Low scores on the LPC were viewed as task-
oriented in their leadership style. High LPC people were more concerned 
with employee relations. 
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The LPC was correlated with the range of situations depicted in the 
eight-cell model of group-task situations. This resulted in the con-
tingency model, which indicated that task-oriented leaders were more 
effective in situations where they have either high or low control; 
relationship-oriented leaders were most effective when their situational 
control was moderate (Fiedler, 1972). Fiedler further developed the 
Conting~ncy Model by including two factors related to a leader•s perfor-
mance: competence and experience (Fiedler and Garcia~ 1987). The Cogni-
tive Resource Theory assumes that intelligent and competent leaders make 
more effective plans and decisions than less intelligent ones. The 
theory also suggested that the relative intellectual abilities of groups 
and leaders may affect the group•s performance. 
The Three-Dimensional Leadership Theory, developed by Hersey and 
Blanchard (1977), related appropriate leader•s behavior to the maturity 
of the followers. Maturity was defined as 11 ••• the ability and will-
ingness of people to take responsibility for directing their own behav-
ior11 (Hersey and Blanchard, 1982, p. 151). The terms 11 task behavior and 
relationship behavior 11 were used to identify a person•s leadership style. 
Four basic leader behavior quadrants were labeled 11 high task and low 
relationship, 11 11 high task and high relationship, 11 11 low task and high 
relationship, 11 and 11 low task and low relationship ... 
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Hersey and Blanchard (1974) designed the Leader Effectiveness and 
Adaptability Description-Self (LEAD-SELF} and the Leader Effectiveness 
and Adaptability-Other (LEAD-OTHER} to gather data about the behavior of 
leaders. These instruments were designed to measure a leader • s self-
perception and others• perceptions of leadership style, style range 
(flexibility), and style adaptability (effectiveness). 
In contrast to Fiedler• s (1967) contingency model, the Path-Goal 
Model of Leadershi'p proposed that effective leaders are those who clarify 
the paths to attaining goals and' help subordinates overcome problems, 
thereby increasing the subordinate•s satisfaction and productivity 
(House, 1971). A leader must be either task oriented or relationships 
oriented, depending on differences in the task, the work environment, and 
the sub,ordinates• needs in order to increase motivation and satisfy 
needs. 
Vroom and Yetton•s (1973) Normative Model of Decision-Making related 
the leader•s effectiveness to the degree in which subordinates were per-
mitted to participate in making· decisions. The model is grounded on an 
analysis of how a leader•s decision-making behavior affected the quality 
of the decision and the subordinate• s acceptance of the decision. The 
acceptance of a decision was determined by the degree of commitment by 
subordinates to implement a decision effectively. Vroom and Yetton de-
veloped five possible decision-making styles, ranging from an autocratic, 
leader-decides style to a participative, group-decides style. Empirical 
testing of the model revealed that the 11 Influence of situational factors 
in determining choice of l~adership methods is roughly four times the 
influence of individual differences 11 (Vroom and Yetton, 1973, p. 104). 
From all of these various studies of leadership, it can be theorized 
that: (1) there are either no general leadership traits, or if they do 
exist, they are not to be described in any familiar psychological terms; 
and (2) in a sp~cific situation, leaders and followers are detached by 
traits, and these traits will vary from situ~tion to situation (Sharpton, 
1985). 
There have been many convictions expressed about the meaning of the 
terms 11 leadership 11 and 11 leadership theory. 11 These ideas have carried 
over into the area of educational administra~ion and have possibly influ-
enced the development of leadership behavior of departmental chairpersons 
in higher education. It is necessary,·then, to examine the chairperson•s 
characteristics, roles, and leadership style. 
Historical Developments and Leadership Analysis 
of Higher Education Chairpersons 
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The historical development of the university department was a conse-
quence of the increasing amount and organization of knowledge. The trend 
toward specialization of subject areas, the need for student-professor 
relationships, and the increase in enrollments are generally considered 
as the main impetus for the development of the department in the American 
university. Corson (1960) stated: 
Departments have been created, schools have been formed, as 
initiative has come from each subject matter discipline or 
professional field. The growth has not come from institutional 
leadership so much as from the need to satisfy the requirements 
of individual areas of teaching and scholarship and of growing 
professional fields (p. 85). 
Bennett {1983) cited three events which influenced the evolution of 
the academic department. The first was the use of the title 11 dean11 at 
Columbia University in 1792. The second event was the organization of 
six colleges, with a professor at the head of each, by Thomas Jefferson 
at the University of Virginia in the 1820s. The third noted event oc-
curred when Professor George Tichnor added modern languages to the cur-
riculum at Harvard in the 1828-1830 period, and the addition of the 
natural science schools at Yale and Harvard in 1848. 
The departmental structure was crystallized around the 1890s. This 
solidification was the result of the arrival of the land-grant institu-
tion at Cornell in 1868, the administrative reforms of Charles William 
Eliot at Harvard in 1870, and the emergence of the graduate school at 
Johns Hopkins University in 1876. The University of Chicago, at the end 
of the first year of operation, listed 26 departments of study in 1892-93 
{Storr, 1966). A large number of new departments were founded at Colum-
bia, Princeton, and Yale by the end of the 1890s (Veysey, 1965). 
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Rudolph (1962) stated that departmentalization within the American 
university created a new role in higher education--the department chair-
person. The role of the department chairperson has grown in prominence 
since the early 1800s. Heimler (1967) cited the decentralization of the 
decision-making process in American colleges and the increased faculty 
power in the formulation of institutional policies which resulted in a 
rearrangement of the academic power structure. The academic departments 
are the fundamental organizational unit of postsecondary institutions. 
The department chairpersons occupy a pivotal role in the administrative 
process of these institutions (Heimler, 1967; Mobley, 1971). Hill and 
French (1967, p. 549) stated: 11 The real power in colleges is not cen-
tered in the administrative authority system, but in the department where 
all important decisions are made by the collegium, or community of 
scholars ... 
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Academic departments are critical organizational units in higher 
education institutions in the United States because they carry the major 
responsibility for managing the resources, programs, and personnel. 
Ehrle (1975) noted that the department chairmanship is one of the most 
important positions in academe, both because it is a testing ground for 
wider institutional leadership and it is the most common academic admin-
istrative position where key decisions about teaching, research, and 
service are made. Fisher (1977) described the chairperson as a link 
between the faculty and the administration. As early as 1942, Wilson 
characterized the chairperson as the 11 key position, .. not only in depart-
mental organization but also in institution-wide organization (p. 88}. 
Patton (1961) probably best summarized the department chairperson•s 
importance by stating: 11 No one plays a larger part in determining the 
character of higher educational institutions than the department chair-
man11 (p. 459}. 
One of the first thorough studies of the department chairperson was 
done by Reverend Edward Doyle (1953), who surveyed department chairper-
sons at 33 pr,ivate liberal arts colleges. Doyle concluded that most 
chairpersons were selected on the basis of three factors: (1) teaching 
experience, (2) teaching ability, and (3) administrative talent. Addi-
tional findings were that only two colleges had rotating chairpersons, 
and only four specified the term of office •. Chairpersons spent the least 
time in helping and supervising new professors, although about half 
thought it was important. 
The complexity and diversity of the role of the chairperson is sum-
marized well by Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus {1970), who concluded that 
11 The position of department chairman is vague, often misunderstood, and 
not clearly perceived 11 (p. 84). 
Mclaughlin, Montgomery, and Malpass (1975) administered a survey to 
department chairpersons in 32 doctorate-granting public universities. A 
taxonomy was provided for the duties of department chairpersons. These 
included academic, administrative, and leadership roles. The authors 
concluded that: 
The 1,198 respondents to the questionnaire indicate that they 
feel most comfortable in the role of the academician, although 
frustration occurs because of competing against demands on 
their time by administrative and leadership functions they are 
required to fulfill. Although they state they derive the least 
enjoyment from the administrative role, they recognize the 
importance of the activities associated with it. Leadership 
and decision-making incorporate both positive and negative 
aspects, but, in general, the department chairmen surveyed felt 
both are important functions from which they derive satisfac-
tion, if not pleasure (p. 259). 
In a more recent study conducted by Seagren, Wheeler, and Mitchell 
(1986}, the focus was on the human resource function of the chairperson 
rather than the technical function. Seven roles were identified by 
chairpersons and faculty that were perceived as critical to faculty de-
velopment and departmental vitality. The roles were: communicator~ 
facilitator, academic leader, motivator, counselor, politician, and man-
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ager of 11 administrivia 11 • Communicator, faci 1 ita tor, and academic leader 
were the most frequently mentioned in the interviews. The chairpersons 
had received little or no training in the roles prior to assuming the 
position. 
The researchers found few differences, except for communication 
patterns, between roles and activities performed in larger (greater than 
20 FTE) versus smaller {less than 20 FTE) departments. Written com-
munications (memos and newsletters) were utilized more in larger 
departments, while 11 management by walking around 11 was performed in the 
small departments. 
An important finding by Meredith (1975) was that few chairpersons 
had received either on-the-job training or specialized courses on the 
college level preparatory to their roles. A similar conclusion was found 
by Jennerich (1981) in a study performed on 218 department chairpersons 
in four-year colleges and universities. Only 41 (19%) reported that they 
had received some form of management training. 
It has been estimated that 80% of all administrative decisions in 
higher education institutions occur at the departmental level (Roach, 
1976). However, most chairpersons, with no leadership training~ accept 
the position without a clear understanding of the role ambiguity~ and 
without the awareness of the cost to their academic career and personal 
lives (Creswell, 1986). 
Tucker (1984) determined that the tasks differed between chairper-
sons of community colleges and universities. and among departments of 
various size. The department chairperson of baccalaureate-granting in-
stitutions are inclined to perceive themselves as 11 ••• faculty members 
with some administrative responsi bil iti es 11 (Tucker, 1984, p. 30). How-
ever~ in community or junior colleges, the division chairperson usually 
perceived themselves as 11 ••• administrators with some faculty and 
teaching responsibilities 11 (Tucker, 1984, p. 30). 
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Given the nature and diversity of the task5. some researchers have 
attempted to determine the effectiveness of chairpersons in satisfying 
their administrative responsibilities and to identify their leadership 
behavior. The effectiveness of a particular leadership style depends, 
in part, upon its acceptance by the faculty. The most effective and 
desirable behavior depends to a large extent on the expectations and 
satisfaction of the faculty. Firth (1976, p. 328) stated: "Effective 
leadership is the product of multiple conditions within an organization. 
To be effective, leadership must be both consistent with organizational 
expectations and beneficial to organizational goals... Reddin (1970) 
suggested that another expl,anation of effectiveness appeared to be in the 
extent to which a leader's style, the combination of task and relation-
ships orientation, fit the style demands of the situation. 
Hemphill (1955) jnvestigated the validity of using the reputation of 
a department for being well administered as a criterion for determining 
the quality of leadership in college departments. He found that large 
departments tended to have higher administrative reputation scores than 
did small departments, which may indicate that more care was exercised in 
the selection of chairpersons of large departments. Hemphill's results 
also indicated that the chairpersons of those departments with the best 
reputation were also described as above average on both Consideration and 
Initiation Structure on the LBDQ. 
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Schroeder (1969) used the LDBQ to investigate deans, chairpersons, 
and faculty from 17 state colleges and universities. The major results 
from this study were: (1) the faculty reported significantly more "con-
sideration" from the ideal chairperson than expected; (2) deans expected 
more "initiating structure" from the ideal chairperson than did the fac-
ulty; {3) chairpersons from large departments scored lower on ideal be-
havior than those from small departments; and (4) neither institutional 
size, type of college, nor faculty ranks were factors in reported lead-
ership behavior. Schroeder concluded that all three groups (deans, 
chairpersons, and faculty) appeared to place the ideal chairpersons's 
leadership style near the transactional dimension, which is closer to the 
ideographic than the nomothetic dimension. 
Brown (1973) conducted a study to determine which leadership style 
of superiors most 'Satisfied the professors of 28 public colleges and 
universities in four southwest states. The data showed a strong rela-
tionship between the profes~or·~ satisfaction with the interaction of the 
superior and the leadership style of that superior. The data tend to 
indicate a stronger dislike for authoritarian than a liking for demo-
cratic styles. The professors preferred a democratic or subordinate-
centered leadership style, but did not necessarily favor the most extreme 
transactional style. The least satisfied professors were those whose 
chairperson made decisions and announced, or 11 Sold 11 them. 
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In a similar study of the relationship between chairperson•s leader-
ship style and faculty satisfaction, Washington (1975) found that the 
degree of job satisfaction was highest in academic departments in which 
the faculty perceived the chairperson•s leadership style to be above 
average in both initiating structure and consideration. A secondary 
finding was that the degree of faculty job satisfaction was significantly 
higher for faculty who were allowed to select their chairperson. 
Jennerich {1981) attempted to rank the competencies that chairper-
sons perceived necessary for their position. The findings indicated a 
general group of competencies that all chairpersons considered necessary 
for effective leadership. The six items which were consistently ranked 
at the highest level were: (1) character/identity, (2) leadership abi 1-
ity, (3) interpersonal skills, (4) ability to communicate effectively, 
(5) decision-making ability, and (6) organizational ability. Jennerich 
(p. 55) concluded that 11 ••• being an effective chairperson therefore 
requires a blend of interpersonal as well as managerial competencies. 11 
Daves (1983) studied nonpubl ic school administrators of the upper 
Midwest. The most often used leadership approach, regardless of the 
school size or gender of the administrator, was the situational approach. 
Daves concluded that some of today•s educational leaders are willing to 
alter their leadership appro~J,ches and possibly change their leadership 
styles to meet the leadership n~eds as they occur. 
Knight and Holen (1985) studied the ratings of chairpersons• effec-
tiveness based upon the Departmental Evaluation of Chairperson Activities 
for Development (DECAD) in 65 higher education institutions across the 
United States. The most .significant findings were that the chairpersons 
who received ~he highest performance ratings by their faculty had high 
ratings on both initiating structure and consideration, and that a high 
performance rating was associated with a high rating on at least one of 
the traits. This research implied that, for chairpersons to be effec-
tive, they need to improve those behaviors strongly associated with the 
"high-high" leadership style. 
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Carlson (1973) designed a study to investigate how physical educa-
tion chairpersons perceived their behavior compared to their faculty • s 
perception. He found no significant difference between the chairperson's 
self-perceived leadership behavior and as perceived by their faculty. A 
secondary conclusion from the study was that biographical factors such as 
gender, age, years of experience, academic rank, and extent of formal 
education were not important factors for congruence of perception of the 
chairperson's leadership behavior. 
A different finding was reported by Milner and Tetu (1979) in their 
study of leadership behavior in departments of physical education in 
higher education. Consideration, as a leadership dimension, received a 
higher rating of importance for both chairpersons and faculty members 
than did initiation of structure, both actually and ideally. This study 
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also indicated no significant differences in the leadership behavior of 
chairpersons based on gender. 
A study conducted by Todd {1977) using Reddin• s Management Style 
Diagnosis Test indicated the most prominent basic leadership style used 
by chairpersons was the Related Style. This style is characterized by 
less than average task orientation and more than average relationships 
orientation. 
White and Karabetsos (1987) surveyed over 200 physical education 
chairpersons in higher education institutions to' identify administrative 
characteristics and responsibilities. They found: 
1. Eighty-eight percent of the chairpersons held a doctorate 
degree. 
2. The great majority {84%) were men. 
3. Eighty-two percent of the chairpersons were in the 40-59 age 
group. 
4. Personnel management was identified by 60% of the chairpersons 
as the 11most important 11 management area. 
5. The leadership style used by most of the chairpersons appeared 
to be democratic. 
Due to the many duties or responsibilities, the chairperson can be 
one of the key individuals in the governance of the college, for the 
department is one of the most powerful subunits within the college 
{Burns, 1962). Corson {1960, p. 94) stated: 11 The departmental chairman 
in the typical American university is a (if not the) key administrative 
officer. 11 Future challenges facing higher education will require a 
leadership style which blends management technology and human resource 
development to survive. 
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In The Confidence Crisis: An Analysis of University Departments, 
Dressel, Johnson, and Marcus (1970) wrote: 
The chairman may plan the role of honest broker, attempt-
ing to interpret accurately to both the department and the dean 
the concerns and dissatisfactions of the other. He may play 
one against the other to enhance his own position, in which 
case his days as chairman may be numbered. Or he may attempt 
to cater to the dissatisfactions of one, enforcing its demands 
upon the other, in which case the days of his life may be les-
sened by ulcers, high blood pressure~ or heart failure. Only 
the honest broker role produces healthy reciprocated confi-
dence. Diminishing or no confidence was demonstrated by fre-
quent replacement of the chairman, by high rates of faculty 
turnover, inadequate support, and decline in qua 1 ity of the 
departmental program (p. 141). 
Obviously, the leadership behavior of chairpersons needs to be ex-
ami ned. Such a study should be very advantageous to the training and 
development of the college or university department chairpersons. Ben-
nett (1983) predicted that the importance of either the department or the 
chairperson will not diminish in the future. 
Reddin•s 3-D Theory 
Reddin (1970) developed the 3-D Management Style Theory as a result 
of numerous research studies conducted by psychologists in the United 
States. These psychologists discovered that the two key elements in 
managerial behavior were the task to be done and relationships with other 
people, with one or the other receiving more emphasis or both dimensions 
being used in sma 11 or large amounts. Reddin ( 1970) ref erred to these 
elements as task orientation and relationships orientation. The two 
dimensions were identified as 11 independent variables because the 
extent to which a manager uses one of them does not help to predict the 
amount of the other he is using 11 (Reddin, 1970, p. 21). The leader may 
use any combination of the two dimensions. 
Four basic leadership styles were identified from different expres-
sions of these dimensions: dedicated related, separated, and integrated 
(Reddin, 1970). Definitions of the four styles can be found in Chapter 
I. The four basic styles were arranged as shown in Figure 2, with task 
orientation (TO) describing one axis and relationships orientation (RO) 
indicated on the other. 
High 
RELATED INTEGRATED 
RO 
SEPARATED DEDICATED 
Low High 
TO 
Figure 2. Basic Leadership Styles 
According to Reddin (1970): 
It is important to remember that the four basic styles are a 
convenience and not a fact. The 1 i nes separating the four 
styles do not really exist; they were drawn to make it easier 
to talk about behavior. No one, therefore, is pigeonholed when 
called •related' or something else. The term, as with any 
style label, means more like that style than like any other 
style--only that (p. 27). 
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Reddin believed that none of these basic styles is effective or ineffec-
tive by itself. He stated: 
There is no consistent evidence that one style is generally 
more effective than the other. To suggest that there is, is to 
make what the social scientists call the •normative error•; 
that is, to suggest that one thing is better than another based 
only on what one prefers to believe rather than on what the 
evidence suggests. Managers must say farewell to the manager 
who picks up a single behavioral theory at a seminar and spends 
the next few years chanting, •Let us all become like I became,• 
and changes no one in the process (pp. 38-39). 
A third dimension, effectiveness, affecting all types of behavior, 
was added to Reddin•s (1970) typology. This dimension differentiated 
this typology from the others. Leader effectiveness is defined as 11 ••• 
the extent to which the leader•s behavior is perceived as appropriate to 
the demands of the situation 11 (Reddin, 1970, p. 51). Leader effective-
ness is determined by the behavior actually used, expressed in terms of 
task orientation and relationships orientation, and the perceived match 
of the behavior to the demands of the situation in which it is used. The 
same style expressed in different situations may be effective or ineffec-
tive. In the space of a day, an effective leader may well use all four 
basic styles when dealing with a wide variety of situations. To know how 
to be effective then, a manager must know how to interpret the many situ-
ations of the position. 
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Each of the four basic styles has a less effective equivalent and a 
more effective equivalent, resulting in eight managerial styles. These 
eight managerial styles are not eight additional kinds of behavior. 
Effectiveness is not used as a means of connecting the less-effective and 
more-effective styles as previously reported (Reddin, 1970), but rather 
that the eight styles be seen as a list, as does Bass (1981). The eight 
managerial styles are shown in Table I. These styles are derived from 
the eight possible combinations of above or below average on each of 
the task orientation, relationships orientation, and effectiveness 
dimensions. 
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TABLE I 
DERIVATION OF EIGHT MANAGERIAL TYPES 
Task Relationships Effectiveness Type 
Low Low Low Separated -
(Deserter) 
Low High Low Related -
(Missionary) 
High Low Low Dedicated -
(Autocrat) 
High High Low Integrated -
(Compromiser) 
Low Low High Separated + 
(Bureaucrat) 
Low High High Related + {Developer) 
High Low High Dedicated + 
(Ben. Autocrat) 
High High High Integrated + {Executive) 
Source: W. J. Reddin, Managerial Effectiveness 
vidual or Situation {1983b). 
and St,lle: Indi-
Many disagreements exist over which of the leadership styles is 
best. Early research seemed to indicate that the integrated style char-
acterized by high task orientation and relationships orientation was best 
(Blake and Mouton, 1964). However, Reddin (1970} maintained that any of 
the four styles could be effective under the right set of circumstances. 
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From the central principle of the 3-D Theory that leader effective-
ness results from a match of style to situation, the three key skills of 
an effective leader may be described as situational sensitivity skill, 
style flexibility skill, and situational management skill. Situational 
sensitivity is important to administrators in order to diagnose a situa-
tion to help decide which style to use. Style flexibility matches their 
style to the situation or situational management skill to change the 
situation itself. The acquisition of these three management skills was 
called experience. 
The instrument developed by Reddin (1983a) to measure self-perceived 
leadership style and situational demands is the Management Position An-
alysis Test. The MPAT was constructed to measure the eight types of 
managerial behavior and two orientations, task and relationships. The 
test does not attempt to obtain any absolute measure of managerial effec-
tiveness. It measures the style of behavior, in terms of task and rela-
tionships, used with more-effective and less-effective behavior. The 
MPAT provides the leader with a style-profile, which is a description of 
the extent to which each leadership style is used. The test will be 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter III of this study. 
Summary 
The current leadership' literature revealed the complexity of the 
subject. The theories are diverse and deal with such factors as personal 
traits, personalities, 
toward task and people. 
decision-making techniques, and orientations 
Some theorists contend that an effective leader 
demonstrates an above average concern for both the task and relationships 
dimensions. 
The leadership style theories provide a better understanding of 
administrative behavior which is crucial to improved management. Several 
of the findings and applications of the current research have specific 
implications to higher education. 
The current emphasis of leadership literature is focused upon the 
contingency model of leadership effectiveness, which suggests that dif-
ferent leadership behaviors are required in different situations. This 
approach theorized that there was no single ideal leadership style. The 
effectiveness of a leader was dependent upon his or her ability to match 
leadership style to different situations. 
Academic departments are the basic organizational units of higher 
education institutions. The survival of American colleges is largely 
dependent upon the ability of the academic departments to provide quality 
educational programs (Jennerich, 1981). The importance of the chairper-
son can no longer be ignored. They are part of a powerful group within 
the college structure. The chairperson is generally appointed to the 
position based upon scholarly reputation. 
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The leadership style of the chairperson has been found to be posi-
tively correlated to professor job satisfaction. The effectiveness of a 
chairperson is most often determined by leadership ability. However, 
most enter the position with little preparation, which leaves much of the 
department administration to chance (Creswell, 1990). 
The 3-D Theory of Managerial Effectiveness identified four basic 
leadership styles and eight managerial styles associated with the person-
ality elements of task orientation and relationships orientation. The 
3-D Theory does not attempt to put people into one style area. Chairper-
sons use all styles, depending on situational elements. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The central purpose of this study was to determine the relationship 
between selected personal and professional factors and the task orien-
tation, relationships orientation, and leadership style of physical ed-
ucation chairpersons in higher education institutions. In addition, a 
population and sample description, a discussion on the questionnaire, 
data collectiont and analysis of the data were discussed in this chapter. 
Description of the Population 
The population for this study consisted of 202 chairpersons of phys-
ical education departments located in four-year public colleges and uni-
versities. These institutions were baccalaureate and limited master•s 
degree-granting institutions whose enrollments were between 2,000 and 
10,000 students. The institutions for this study were identified in the 
1990 Higher Education Directory and were cross-referenced with the Physi-
cal Education Gold Book (1989). 
The list of institutions was divided into six districts of the Amer-
ican Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance: 
northwest~ central, midwest, eastern, southern, and southwest. Strati-
fied proportional sampling was used to achieve geographical representa-
tiveness. The number selected from each district was in proportion to 
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the size of that stratum in the total population. A sample size of 132 
was selected (Isaac and Michael, 1981). 
The sample consisted of 38% (50 institutions) from the Southern 
District, 25% (33 institutions) from the Eastern District, 15% (20 insti-
tutions) from the Midwest District, 13% (17 institutions) from the Cen-
tral District, 5% (7 institutions) from the Southwest District. and 4% (5 
institutions) from the Northwest District. The sample was randomly se-
lected from the population. 
Instrumentation 
The Management Position Analysis Test (MPAT) was selected for use in 
this study to determine the leadership styles of individual respondents. 
The test is directly related to the 3-D Theory of Management Effective-
ness discussed in Chapter II. This test is composed of 80 sets of four 
statements~ with each designed to provide a style profile or a descrip-
tion of an individual•s style of on-the-job leadership behavior. The 
MPAT is a forced-choice instrument which measures the chairperson•s per-
ceived managerial style in his or her current position. 
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The chairpersons were instructed to read the four statements in each 
set and to make an interpretation as to which two statements best de-
scribed his/her behavior in their current management position. From the 
statements and choices made by these chairpersons, descr·iptive behaviors 
relative to one of the eight leadership styles discussed in Chapter II 
were determined, along with the task orientation and relationships orien-
tation scores. 
The MPAT measures the eight types of behavior and two orientations. 
Reddin (1983b) decided to measure each type against a wider domain of 
situations. The wider domain approach was chosen so as to attempt to 
measure manager behavior more broadly. Twenty situational elements were 
derived subjectively to represent a wide range of situational elements in 
which a manager might use one behavior or another (Reddin, 1983b). 
A panel of experts selected by Reddin (1983b) reviewed and sorted 
the items to correspond with one of the leadership styles. Each of the 
statements had been tested and statistically refined in order to elimin-
ate the less discriminating ones. The item presentation was designed .J 
that each set contained either more-effective or less-effective items, 
selection of two of four items, and randomization of the situational 
items. 
Scores of each of the leadership style dimensions, task orientation 
and relationships orientation were determined by summing the number of 
times the respondent selected statements which were descriptive of high 
( 
orientation in the specific dimension. The range of possible raw scores 
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for a given dimension range from a minimum score of zero to a maximum 
score of 160. The higher the score, the more concerned the respondent 
was with the orientation being measured. The leadership style synthesis 
was determined from summing the number of times the style was actually 
chosen. The maximum frequency of choice for each style is 40 and the 
minimum is zero. The style receiving the most frequencies indicated a 
dominant style. 
Validity and Reliability of the MPAT 
Reddin (1983b) correlated the MPAT with four other tests whose pur-
pose was to measure similar or related concepts to the MPAT. These in-
struments were: Fleishman's (1969) Leadership Opinion Questionnaire 
(LOQ), Fiedler's (1967) Least Preferred Co-Workers Measure (LPC), Hall's 
(1961) My Organization Measure (MO}, and Gordon's (1970) Work Environment 
Preference Schedule (WEPS}. The findings (as Reddin predicted} revealed 
significant correlations with the LOQ, the MO, and the WEPS. For one 
test, the LPC, no significant correlations were found, and according to 
Reddin (1983b, p. 107}, 11 S1nce the LPC has not been correlated to much 
else either, thi~ finding would not seem to suggest a lower usefulness 
for the MPAT. 11 
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Reddin (1983b) reported the results of the MPAT scores when comnared 
to managerial behavior. ratings of participants at a Managerial Effective-
ness Seminar. This seminar was an instrumented, intensive six-day sem-
inar designed to acquaint a manager with his or her behavior, how to 
assess a situation, and to promote teamwork. The MPAT scores were com-
pared to managerial behavior ratings by peers. The relationships found 
were basically positive. Reddin cited these positive findings as further 
evidence of validity after one has considered the difficulties with the 
experimental conditions at the seminar. 
Reddin (1983b) reported a test-retest reliability of the MPAT 
instrument. A study of 27 educational administrators yielded reliability 
coefficients for the eight styles and orientations from .72 to .85. The 
time between testing sessions was one week. A similar study was also 
reported of 104 managers tested-retested three months apart. The 
reliability coefficients for the eight styles and orientation ranged from 
.56 to .77. 
Demographic Data Questionnaire 
A demographic data questionnaire was developed by the researcher to 
collect personal and environmental information about the participants. 
The demographic data questionnaire was modified from one used by King 
{1986). A copy of the questionnaire is found in Appendix C. The 
specific variables included on the questionnaire were: method of 
selection for the position, years of total professional experience, years 
of experience in one's current position, the number of full-time faculty 
directly supervised9 gender, age, and formal management training$ 
Data Collection 
This study was designed to investigate the task orientation, rela-
tionships orientation, and leadership style of selected chairpersons of 
physical education departments in state-supported four-year institutions 
of higher education. The instrument used was the MPAT designed by Reddin 
(1983a}. The study was also designed to identify selected professional 
and personal characteristics of the chairpersons, and to determine if 
significant relationships existed between these characteristics, leader-
ship style, and orientation scores. 
The researcher began the study in January, 1990, after securing 
permission from Organizational Tests, Ltd., New Brunswick, Canada (see 
Appendix A}. The names and addresses of the institutions which had en-
rollments within the designated range of 2,000 to 10,000 were obtained 
from the 1990 Higher Education Directory. 
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Data collection was begun September 4, 1990, by mailing the ques-
tionnaire, demographic request, and the investigator's cover letter to 
each physical education chairperson in the sample (see Appendixes B, C, 
and D). The questionnaires were coded for statistical analysis. A 
follow-up inquiry was mailed on October 1, 1990, to the participants who 
had not returned the questionnaire. A copy of this letter may be found 
in Appendix E. The data analysis was begun in April, 1991, and was com-
pleted in May of the same year. 
Methods and Procedures of Statistical Analysis 
The responses to the MPAT were scored by following the instructions 
that were provided with the test. The choices made on each of the 80 
sets of statements were recorded and tallied to indicate the total number 
of times the respondent selected each style. 
The raw scores for task orientation and relationships orientation 
were calculated by summing the number of times the four styles containing 
the specific orientation were select~d. · From the raw scores, information 
was obtained to tabulate a chairperson•s task orientation, relationships 
orientation, and leadership style~ 
The first part of the analysis of data consisted of descriptive 
statistics of the physical education chairpersons who participated in the 
study and their leadership style. The descriptions were provided accord-
ing to frequencies and percentages, with mean scores and ranges provided 
when appropriate. 
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The second part of the data analysis consisted of a synthesis of 
leadership styles selected by the respondents. This involved the clas-
sification of task orientation and relationships orientation scores into 
high and low. The classifications were based upon Reddin•s (1983b) sug-
gestion that the theoretical average of each orientation was 80. 
' . The final part of the analysis consisted of a statistical test for 
each hypothesis. A series of one-way analysis of variance (unweighted 
means) were performed to determine the between-groups and within-groups 
variance of the task orientation and relationships orientation for each 
of the independent variables. This particular test was chosen due to the 
unequal number of subjects per group. 
Chi-square was used to analyze differences in leadership style ac-
cording to categories established for the demographic variable. This 
procedure was chosen because of its computational simplicity and appro-
priateness for frequency data. The independent variables and strata 
groups used for hypotheses one through seven are listed in Table II. 
TABLE II 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUPS FOR.HYPOTHESES 
ONE THROUGH SEVEN 
Hypothesis Variable Group 
1 Years of experience in 1-2 
current position 3-5 
6-10 
11 or more 
2 Gender Male 
Female 
3 Total years of profes- 1-10 
sional experience 11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
16 or more 
4 Age 25-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51 or more 
5 Number of faculty 1-5 
supervised 6-15 
15 or more 
6 Formal management or Yes 
administrative education No 
7 Method of selection for Dean 
the position Faculty 
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The independent variables were categorized to simplify their distri-
bution. The data were produced from the information provided on the 
demographic questionnaire. The 0.01 level of significance for both an-
alytical procedures was implemented as the level of acceptance or rejec-
tion of the hypotheses. The 0.01 level was selected over the 0.05, due 
to the low number of independent variables being reused in the analyses. 
The Guyl StatPak (1983) was used as the statistical procedure to analyze 
the data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENT~TION AND ANALYSES OF DATA 
Introduction 
The analyses of the hypotheses stated in Chapter III and the de-
scriptive data collected for this study are presented in this chapter. A 
demographic data questionnaire completed by the HPER chairpersons in-
cluded the following specific variables: method of appointment, years of 
experience in current position, total years of professional experience, 
number of full-time faculty supervised, gender, age, areas of administra-
tive responsibilities, managerial preparation, and the perception of the 
chairperson of the need for managerial training. The MPAT was used for 
determining the leadership styles of individual respondents. The find-
ings were based upon the MPAT scores and the demographic data question-
naires returned by 52 of the 132 HPER chairpersons contacted. Five of 
the returned questionnaires were not used in the study. Three respond-
ents completed the demographic questionnaires, but did not complete the 
MPAT. Thus, these three respondents were not included in the statistics 
of this study, other than this citing. Two chairpersons indicated that 
they did not wish to participate in the study. There were 80 administra-
tors who did not respond, either by not returning the questionnaire or by 
indicating that they did not wish to participate in the study. In all, 
ther~ were 47 physical education chairpersons who did participate in the 
study. The 47 participating institutions are listed in Appendix F. 
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Demographic Data 
Method of Appointment 
Respondents were asked to indicate their method of appointment for 
the position currently held. Indicated in Table III are the frequency 
and percentages of each group. Over 63% regarded their selection as 
being appointed by the dean or other academic officials. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY METHOD OF APPOINTMENT 
Method 
Appointed by dean 
Elected by faculty 
No response 
Totals 
Frequency 
30 
17 
0 
47 
Percentage 
63.8 
36.2 
0.0 
100.0 
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Years of Experience in Current Position 
Data provided by the HPER chairpersons regarding years of experience 
in their current position are shown in Table IV. Thirty six percent of 
the chairpersons indicated that they have held their current position for 
11 or more years. ,Twenty-three percent of the chairpersons have been in 
their current position for 6-10 years. The category mean for years of 
experience in current position was 2.744. This indicated that the typi-
cal years of service in the current position was slightly more than five 
years. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY YEARS IN CURRENT POSITION 
Years in Position Frequency Percentage 
1-2 8 17 .o 
3-5 10 21.3 
6-10 11 23.4 
11 or more 17 36.2 
No response 1 2.1 
Totals 47 100.0 
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Total Years of Professional Experience 
The responses given by the HPER chairpersons related to their total 
years of professional experience are displayed in Table V. All of the 
' 
respondents had at least 10 years of professional experience. Thirty-two 
(68.1%) of the respondents indicated that they had 26 or more years. The 
category mean for total years of professional experience was 4.489, indi-
cating a typical professional experience level of slightly more than 21 
years. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY TOTAL YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Total Professional 
Experience Frequency Percentage 
1-10 0 0.0 
11-15 1 2.1 
16-20 7 14.9 
21-25 7 14.9 
26 or more 32 68.1 
No response 0 0.0 
Totals 47 100.0 
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Number of Full-Time Faculty Members 
Directly Supervised 
In Table VI, the distribution of HPER chairpersons is presented by 
the number of full-time faculty members in their respective departments. 
The range of 6-15 faculty members had a frequency of 28 (59.6%) respond-
ents. The category mean was 2.19. This indicated an average department 
size of slightly more than six faculty members. 
Gender 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY FULL-TIME FACULTY MEMBERS SUPERVISED 
Groups Frequency Percentage 
1-5 5 10.6 
6-15 28 59.6 
16 or more 14 29.8 
No response 0 0.0 
Totals 47 100.0 
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Respondents were asked to indicate their gender on the demographic 
questionnaire. Included in Table VII are the frequency and percentages 
of each group. The distribution of physical education chairpersons by 
gender revealed that 35 male and 12 female chairpersons participated in 
the study. These members represented 74.5 and 25.5%, respectively. 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CHAIRPERSONS BY GENDER 
Frequency 
No response 
35 
12 
0 
47 Totals 
Percentage 
74.5 
25.5 
0.0 
100.0 
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Data provided by the HPER chairpersons regarding their age are indi-
cated in Table VIII. Over one-half or 59.6% of the respondents were in 
th~ age category of 51 or more years of age, and the next highest level 
was the 46-50 years category, representing 23.4% of the respondents. 
These two groups, ranging in age from 46 or more years, represented 83.0% 
of the total number of respondents. The category mean was 3.383, indi-
cating a typical age of slightly more than 46 years of age. 
Age Group 
25-40 
41-45 
46-50 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CHAIRPERSONS BY AGE 
Frequency 
2 
6 
11 
51 or more 28 
No response 0 
Totals 47 
Areas of Administrative Responsibilities 
Percentage 
4.2 
12.8 
23.4 
59.6 
0.0 
100.0 
Data provided by the respondents regarding their administrative 
responsibilities are displayed in Table IX. According to the data col-
lected, over 90% identified themselves as a HPER chairperson, or a chair-
person with other administrative duties identified by the respondents as 
teaching and research. Only three respondents (6.4%) indicated they had 
dual responsibilities as the department chairperson or athletic director. 
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TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS 
Areas 
Physical Education 
Physical Education plus 
Athletic Director· 
Physical Education 
with other adminis-
trative duties 
No response 
Totals 
Perception of the Need for Admin-
istrative Training 
Frequency Percentage 
25 53.2 
3 6.4 
19 40.4 
0 0.0 
47 100.0 
Respondents were asked if they would recommend some form of formal 
management training for department chairpersons. The frequency and per-
centages of each group are displayed in Table X. Eighty-three percent 
perceived a need for formal management training for the chairpersons. 
Managerial Preparation 
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The physical education chairpersons were asked to indicate whether 
they had received any formal management training for department chair-
persons. The responses given by the HPER chairpersons are presented in 
Table XI. Of the 47 respondentss only 12 (25.5%) had received any formal 
management training prior to becoming a department chairperson. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY PERCEPTION OF NEED FOR FORMAL 
MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
Group Frequency Percentage 
Yes 
No 
No response 
Totals 
39 
6 
2 
47 
TABLE XI 
83.0 
12.8 
4.3 
100.0 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS 
BY FORMAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
Group 
yes 
No 
No response 
Totals 
Frequency 
12 
34 
1 
47 
Percentage 
25.5 
72.3 
2.1 
100.0 
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Description of Leadership Styles 
The MPAT produced scores on two orientations, task orientation and 
relationships orientation. Task orientation and, relationships orienta-
tion were defined in Chapter I of this study. Six (12.8%) of the HPER 
chairpersons had a high task orientation score, while 47 (87 .2%) had a 
low task orientation score. A high relationships orientation score was 
shown by 31 (66.0%) of the respondents, and 16 {34.0%) of the respondents 
had low relationships orientation scores. 
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The scores from the MPAT may be combined to describe each physical 
education chairperson•s Leadership Style Profile. The Leadership Style 
Profile is a quantitative description of the extent to which an individ-
ual used each of the managerial styles. The score for each style was 
determined by summing the number of times an individual selected a MPAT 
statement which was descriptive of that style. The profile is a set of 
eight numbers ranging from 0 to 40, which quantitatively describe the 
extent to which each style is exhibited. Reddin (1983b) stated that the 
average score for each style is approximately 20. 
Presented in Table XII is the composite Leadership Style Profile for 
the total sample and an overall picture of the average leadership style 
by the respondents in this study. This was a quantitative description of 
the direction to which an individual was inclined in so far as the eight 
leadership styles were concerned. The Bureaucrat Style mean score of 
10.49 was the lowest. The Missionary Style mean score of 27.36 was the 
highest. 
The MPAT also indicated the dominant leadership styles that were 
prevalent among the participating chairpersons. The responses indicated 
by the respondents relating to their management styles are displayed in 
Table XIII. Reddin (1980 9 p. 4) cautioned administrators that 11 There is 
no one best or ideal style, but rather, effectiveness will result from 
using the style most appropriate for the situation ... 
TABLE XII 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIRPERSONS• LEADERSHIP 
STYLE PROFILE (MEAN SCORES AND RANGES) 
Leadership 
Style Profile Mean Scores 
Deserter 10.66 
Missionary 27.36 
Autocrat 15.51 
Compromiser 26.23 
Bureaucrat 10.49 
Developer 26.38 
Benevolent Autocrat 19.17 
Executive 23.71 
Note: Each style includes 47 scores. 
Range 
3-25 
14-37 
7-25 
13-36 
1-23 
14-35 
10-28 
15-30 
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TABLE XII I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHAIR-
PERSONS BY MANAGEMENT STYLE 
Management Style Frequency Percentage 
More Effective: 
Bureaucrat 0 0.0 
Developer 10 21.3 
Benevolent Autocrat 0 0.0 
Executive 4 8.5 
14' 29.8 
Less Effective: 
Deserter 0 0.0 
Missionary 17 36.2 
Autocrat 0 0.0 
Compromiser 16 34.0 
33 70.2 
Totals 47 100.0 
Analyses of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 
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There are no significant differences in the task orientation and 
relationships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER 
chairpersons with different lengths of experience in their current 
position. 
Since each of the individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the chairpersons• experiences in their current position. 
The statement of each hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis la. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with, different lengths of 
experience in their current position. 
Hypothesis lb. There are no significant differences in the rela-
tionship orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with different 
lengths of experience in their current position. 
Hypothesis lc. There are no significant differences in the leader-
ship style among HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experience 
in their current position. 
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In order to test the hypotheses {Hla and Hlb), a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for the current position groups 
for task orientation scores and then repeated for the relationships ori-
entation scores. Hypothesis lC was tested using the chi-square test of 
independence. The output generated for these analyses were tested at a 
0.01 significance level. 
Hypothesis la 
There are no significant differences in the task orientation scores 
among HPER chairpersons having different lengths of experience in their 
current position. 
To test this hypothesis, each chairperson was assigned to a group. 
The chairpersons were asked to check the appropriate group listed on the 
demographic data questionnaire. The tables used to illustrate this hy-
pothesis correspond with the groups on the demographic data question-
naire. Using the years of experience in their current position as the 
independent variables a one-w~ analysis of variance was perf~rmed com-
paring the task orientation mean scores of the four groups. At the 0.01 
level of significance (F = .0.478, df = 3/42), it was found that the. dif-
ferences among the four groups were not significant (Table XIV). The 
null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was that there is no 
significant difference in the task orientation scores for HPER chairper-
sons having different lengths of experience in their current position. 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE IN THE CURRENT POSITION 
ON LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
df 
3/42 
3/42 
MS 
21.911 
18.263 
F 
.478 
.129 
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Hypothesis 1b 
There are no significant differences in the relationships orienta-
tion scores among HPER chairpersons with different lengths of experience 
in their current position. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothes;is 1-a. Using the years of experience in their current 
position as the independent variable$ a one-way analysis of variance was 
performed comparing the relationships orientation mean scores of the four 
groups. At the 0.01 level of significance (F = 0.129, df = 3/42), it was 
found that the differences among the four groups were not significant 
(see Table XIV). The null hypothesis can be accepted, and the conclusion 
was that there is no significant difference in the relationships orienta-
tion scores for physical education chairpersons having different lengths 
of experience in their current position. 
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Hypothesis lc 
There are no significant differences in the leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons with differe.nt lengths of experience in their current 
position. 
This hypothesis was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the four groups for length of experience in his or her current position. 
Within each group, the leadership style scores were used to classify each 
administrator. A 4 x 8 chi-square analysis was performed, and the re-
sulting contingency table: is shown in Table XV. The chi-square (x = 
6.760, df = 9) calculated was not significant at the 0.01 level. As a 
result, the null hypo~hesis was accepted that' there is no significant 
difference in the dominant leadership style of HPER chairpersons when 
categorized by the years in their current position. 
Experience in 
TABLE XV 
CGNTINGfNCY TABLE FOR EXPERIENCE IN CURRENT 
PO~lTION GROUPS BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
LeadershiQ Style 
Current Position Miss. Camp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. 
1-2 years 4 1 2 1 0 0 
3-5 years 3 5 1 1 0 0 
6-10 years 6 2 2 1 0 0 
11+ years 4 7 5 4 0 0 
Column Totals 17 15 10 4 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Hypothesis 2 
Ben. Aut. Bur. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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There is no significant difference in the task orientationt rela-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style between HPER chairper-
sons based on gender. 
Since each of the individual leadership style scores were reported 
in terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the chairpersons• gender. The statement of each hypothesis 
is as follows: 
Hypothesis 2a. There is no significant difference in the task ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
Hypothesis 2b. There is no significant difference in the relation-
ships orientation scores between HPER chairpersons ba5ed v!J gender. 
Hypothesis 2c. There is no significant difference in the leadership 
style between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
In order to test the hypotheses {H2a and H2b), a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for gender for task orientation 
scores and then repeated for the relationships orientation scores. Hy-
pothesis 2c was tested using the chi-square test of independence. The 
output generated for these analyses was tested at a 0.01 significance 
level. 
Hypothesis 2a 
There is no significant difference in the task orientation scores 
between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
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To test this hypothesis, the HPER chairperson•s gender was identi-
fied as the independent variable. A one-way analysis (unweighted means) 
of variance was performed comparing the task orientation mean scores of 
the two groups. At the 0.01 level of significance (F = .117! df = 1/45), 
it was found that the difference between the two groups was not signifi-
cant (Table XVI). The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion 
was that there is no significant difference in the task orientation 
scores for HPER chairpersons when categorized by gender. 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF GENDER 
ON LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
Hypothesis 2b 
df MS 
1/45 5.672 
1/45 828.061 
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F 
.118 
7.230 
There is no significant difference in the relationships orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 2a. Using gender as the independent variables a one-way 
analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed comparing the rela-
tionships orientation mean scores of the two groups. At the 0.01 level 
of significance (F = 7.230, df = 1/45), it was found that the difference 
between the two groups was significant (see Table XVI). The null hypoth-
esis was rejected, and the conclusion was that there is a significant 
difference in the relationships orientation scores for HPER chairpersons 
when categorized by gender. As a follow-up analysis to the significant F 
ratio, the difference can be directly interpreted, due to only one degree 
of freedom. The mean score of the female group (111.083) was higher than 
that of the male group (101.457). 
Hypothesis 2c 
There is no significant difference in the dominant leadership style 
between HPER chairpersons based on gender. 
This hypothesis was testaq by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the two groups, male or female. Within each group, the dominant leader-
ship styles were used to classify each administrator. A 2 x 8 chi-square 
analysis was performed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in 
Table XVII. 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Total 
TABLE XVII 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR GENDER GROUPS BY 
LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Leadership St~le 
Miss. Camp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. 
12 10 9 4 0 0 
5 6 1 0 0 0 
17 15 10 4 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Ben. Aut. Bur. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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The chi-square (x = 3.980, df = 3) calculated was not significant at 
the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was 
that there is no significant difference in leadership style for HPER 
chairpersons when categorized by gender. 
Hypothesis 3 
There are no significant differences in the task orientation, rela-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER chairper-
sons with different amounts of professional experience. 
The respondents were asked to respond to one of five categories on 
the demographic questionnaire. Due to no response in the 1-10 years 
category, for analysis it was collapsed with the 11-15 years category to 
produce a new group, 1-15 years. 
Since each of the individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the chairperson• s total years of professional experience. 
The statement of each hypothesis is as follows: 
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Hypothesis 3a. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of 
professional experience. 
Hypothesis 3b. There are no significant differences in the rela-
tionships orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with different 
amounts of professional experience. 
Hypothesis 3c. There are no significant differences in the leader-
ship style among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional 
experience. 
In order to test the hypotheses (H3a and H3b), a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for total years of professional 
experience for task orientation scores and then repeated for the 
relationships orientation scores. Hypothesis 3c was tested using the 
chi-square test of independence. The output generated for these analyses 
was tested at a 0.01 significance level. 
Hypothesis 3a 
There are no significant differences in the task orientation scores 
among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional 
experience. 
To test this hypothesis, the HPER chairperson's years of profes-
sional experience was identified as the independent variable. A one-way 
analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed comparing the task 
orientation mean scores of the four groups. At the 0.01 level of signif-
icance (F = 0.170, df = 3/43), it was found that the differences between 
the four groups were not significant (Table XVIII). The null hypothesis 
was accepted, and the conclusion was that there are no significant dif-
ferences in the task orientation scores for HPER chairpersons when cate-
gorized by total years of professional experience. 
TABLE XVIII 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF YEARS OF 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE ON 
LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
df MS 
3/43 8.485 
3/43 62.232 
F 
.170 
.460 
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Hypothesis 3b 
There are no significant differences in the relationships orienta-
tion scores among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of profes-
sional experience. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 3a. Using years of professional experience as the inde-
pendent variable, a one-way analysis of variance (unweighted means) was 
performed comparing the relationships orientation mean scores of the four 
groups. At the 0.01 level of significance {F = 0.460, df = 3/43), it was 
found that the differences between the four groups were not significant 
(see Table XVIII). The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion 
was that there are no significant differences in the relationships orien-
tation scores for HPER chairpersons with different amounts of profes-
sional experience. 
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HYPothesis 3c 
There are no significant differences in the dominant leadership 
style among HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional 
experience. 
This hypothesis was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the four groups based upon the information obtained through the demo-
graphic questionnaire. Within each group, the dominant leadership style 
was used to classify each administrator. A 4 x 8 chi-square analysis was 
performed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in Table XIX. 
The chi-square (x = 9.822, df = 9) calculated was not significant at the 
0.01 level. The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was 
that there are no significant differences in the leadership styles for 
HPER chairpersons with different amounts of professional experience. 
Professional 
Experience 
1-15 years 
16-20 years 
21-25 years 
26 + years 
Totals 
TABLE XIX 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Leadershi~ St~le 
Miss. Comp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. Ben. Aut. 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 2 2 0 0 0 
3 3 1 1 0 0 0 
12 12 7 1 0 0 0 
18 16 10 4 0 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Hypothesis 4 
Bur. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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There are no significant differences in the task orientation, rela-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER chairper-
sons of different ages. 
The respondents were asked to respond to one of four age groups on 
the demographic questionnaire. Due to only two responses in the 11 25-40 
years old 11 category, it was collapsed with the 11 41-45 years old 11 category 
to produce a new group, 11 25-45 years old 11 for statistical purposes. 
Since each of the individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the age groups of the chairpersons. The statement of each 
hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis 4a. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation scores among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
Hypothesis 4b. There are no significant differences in the rela-
tionships orientation scores among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
Hypothesis 4c. There are no significant differences in the leader-
ship style among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
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In order to test the hypotheses (H4a and H4b), a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for the age groups for task 
orientation scores and then repeated for the relationships orientation 
scores. Hypothesis 4c was tested using the chi-square test of independ-
ence. The output generated for these analyses was tested at a 0.01 sig-
nificance level. 
Hypothesis 4a 
There are no significant differences in the task orientation scores 
among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
To test this hypothesis, the HPER chairperson•s age was identified 
as the independent variable and was divided into three groups. A one-way 
analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed comparing the task 
orientation mean scores of the three groups. At the 0.01 level of sig-
nificance (F = 0.793, df = 2/44), it was found that the differences among 
the three groups were not significant (Table XX). The null hypothesis 
can be accepted, and the conclusion was that there are no significant 
differences in the task orientation scores for HPER chairpersons when 
categorized by age. 
TABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF AGE ON 
LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
Hypothesis 4b 
df MS 
2/44 37.887 
2/44 168.324 
F 
.793 
1.304 
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There are no significant differences in the relationships orienta-
tion scores among HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 4a. Using age as the independent variable, a one-way 
analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed, comparing the 
relationships orientation mean scores of the three groups. At the 0.01 
level of significance (F = 1.304, df = 2/44), it was found that the dif-
ferences among the three groups were not significant (see Table XX). The 
null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was that there are no 
significant differences in the relationships orientation scores for HPER 
chairpersons of different ages. 
Hypothesis 4c 
There are no significant differences in the leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons of different ages. 
This hypothes'~ was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the three groups based upon the information obt,a i ned through the demo-
graphic questionnaire. Within. each group the dominant leadership style 
was used to classify each administrator. A 3 x 8 chi-square analysis was 
performed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in Table XXI. 
TABLE XXI 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR AGE BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Leadership Stlle 
Age Miss. -CQmp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. Ben. Aut. Bur. 
25-45 years 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 
46-50 years 5 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 
51 + years 9 11 6 2 0 0 0 0 
Totals 17 16 10 4 0 0 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
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The chi-square (x = 5.381, df = 6) calculated was not significant at 
the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was 
that there are no significant differences in the leadership styles for 
HPER chairpersons of diffe·rent ages. 
Hypothesis 5 
There .are no significant differences in the task orientation, rela-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER chairper-
sons with different numbers of full-time faculty members supervised. 
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The demographic data questionnaire provided space for the chairper-
sons to respond with the number of full-time faculty members within their 
departments. The respondents were asked to respond to one of three 
groups on the demographic questionnaire. The groups were: 1-5 persons, 
6-15 persons, and 15 or more persons. 
Since each of the individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the number of, full-time faculty members supervised. The 
statement of each hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis 5a. There are no significant differences in the task 
orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of 
full-time faculty members supervised. 
Hypothesis 5b. There are no significant differences in the rela-
tionships orientation scores among HPER chairpersons with different num-
bers of full-time faculty members supervised. 
Hypothesis 5c. There are no significant differences in the leader-
ship style among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time 
faculty members supervised. 
In order to test the hypotheses (H5a and H5b), a one-way analysis of 
variance {unweighted means) was completed for the number of full-time 
faculty members supervised for task orientation scores and then repeated 
for the relationships orientation scores. Hypothesis 5c was tested using 
the chi-square test of independence. The output generated for these 
analyses was tested at a 0.01 significance level. 
Hypothesis 5a 
There are no significant differences in the task orientation scores 
among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time faculty mem-
bers supervised. 
Using the number of full-time faculty members supervised as the 
independent variable~ a one-way analysis of variance (unweighted means) 
was performed comparing the task orientation mean scores of the three 
groups. At the 0.01 level of significance (F = 0.387, df = 2/44), it was 
found that the differences among the three groups were not significant 
(Table XXII). 
TABLE XXII 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF SIZE OF 
DEPARTMENTS ON LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
df MS 
2/44 18.809 
2/44 21.089 
F 
.387 
.156 
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The nul~ hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was that there 
are no significant differences in the task orientation scores for HPER 
chairpersons when categorized by the number of full-time faculty members 
within their department. 
HyPothesis 5b 
There are no significant differences in the relationships orienta-
tion scores among HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time 
faculty members supervised. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 5a. Using the number of full-time faculty members su-
pervised as the independent variable, a one-way analysis of variance 
(unweighted means) was performed comparing the relationships orientation 
mean scores of the three groups. At the 0.01 level of significance {F = 
0.156, df = 2/44), it was found that the differences among the three 
groups were not significant (see Table XXII). The null hypothesis was 
accepted, and the conclusion was that there are no significant differ-
ences in the relationships orientation scores for HPER chairpersons when 
categorized by the number of full-time faculty members supervised. 
Hypothesis 5c 
There are no significant differences in the leadership style among 
HPER chairpersons with different numbers of full-time faculty members 
supervised. 
This hypothesis was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the three groups, based upon information,obtained through the demographic 
questionnaire. Within each group, the dominant leadership style was used 
to classify each administrator. A 3 x 8 chi-square analysis was 
performed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in Table XXIII. 
The chi-square (x = 2.391, df = 6) calculated was not significant at the 
0.01 level. The null hypothesis can be accepted, and the conclusion was 
that there are no significant differences in the leadership style for 
HPER chairpersons having different numbers of full-time faculty members 
supervised. 
Number of 
Faculty 
1-5 members 
6-15 members 
16 + members 
Totals 
TABLE XXIII 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SIZE OF DEPARTMENT 
BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Leadershi~ St~le 
Miss. Comp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. 
1 2 2 0 0 0 
10 9 6 3 0 0 
6 5 2 1 0 0 
17 16 10 4 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Hypothesis 6 
Ben. Aut. Bur. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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There is no significant difference in the task orientation, rela-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style among HPER chairper-
sons based on different levels of formal management or administrative 
education. 
The demographic data questionnaire provided space for the chairper-
sons to indicate whether or not they had any formal management education 
prior to becoming a department chairperson. For the purpose of analysis, 
the information provided by the respondents was grouped into two cate-
gories: yes or ~o. 
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Since each cf 1·.~1e individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the formal management education of the HPER chairperson. 
The statement of each hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis 6a. There is no significant difference in the task ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of 
formal management or administrative education. 
Hypothesis 6b. There is no significant difference in the relation-
ships orientation scores between HPER chairpersons based on different 
levels of formal management or administrative education. 
Hypothesis 6c. There is ~o significant difference in the leadership 
style between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of formal man-
agement or administrative education. 
In order to test the hypothesis (H6a and H6b), a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for the levels of formal man-
agement education for task orientation scores and then repeated for the 
relationships orientation scores. Hypothesis 6c was tested using the 
chi-square test of independence. The output generated for these analyses 
was tested at a 0.01 significance level. 
Hypothesis 6a 
There is no significant difference in the task orientation scores 
between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of formal management 
or administrative education. 
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Using the level of formal management education as the independent 
variable, a one-way analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed 
comparing the task orientation mean scores of the two groups. At the 
0.01 level of significance (F = 0.146, df = 1/44)~ it was found that the 
difference between the two groups-was not significant (Table XXIV). The 
null. hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was that there is no 
significant difference in the task orientation scores for HPER chairper-
sons having different levels of formal management education prior to 
becoming a department chairperson. 
TABLE XXIV 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATION ON LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
df 
1/44 
1/44 
MS 
6.981 
3.603 
F 
.146 
.026 
/ 
Hypothesis 6b 
There is no significant difference in the relationships orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on different levels of fonnal 
management or administrative education. 
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The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 6a. Using the level of formal management training as 
the independent variable, a one-way analysis of variance (weighted means) 
was performed comparing the relationships orientation mean scores of the 
two groups. At the 0.01 level of significance (F = 0.002, df = 1/44), it 
was found that the difference between the two groups was not significant 
(see Table XXIV). The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion 
was that there is no significant difference in the relationships orienta-
tion scores for HPER chairpersons having different levels of formal man-
agement education prior to becoming a department chairperson. 
Hypothesis 6c 
There is no significant difference in the leadership style between 
HPER chairpersons based on different levels of formal management or ad-
ministrative education. 
This hypothesis was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the two groups, based on infonnation obtai ned through the demographic 
questionnaire. Within each group, the dominant leadership style was used 
to classify each administrator. A 2 x 8 chi-square analysis was per-
formed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in Table XXV. 
The chi-square (x = 1.096, df = 3) calculated was not significant at 
the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis can be accepted, and the conclusion 
was that there is no significant difference in leadership style for HPER 
chairpersons having different levels of formal management education prior 
to becoming a department chairperson. 
Management 
Education 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE XXV 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 
BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
LeadershiQ St~le 
Miss. Camp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. 
3 5 3 1 0 0 
14 11 6 3 0 0 
17 16 9 4 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Hypothesis 7 
Ben. Aut. Bur. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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There is no significant difference in the task orientation, rel a-
tionships orientation scores, and leadership style between HPER chairper-
sons based on method of selection for the position. 
The demographic data questionnaire provided space for the chairper-
sons to indicate their method of selection for their current position. 
For the purpose of analysis, the information provided by the respondents 
was grouped into two categories: appointed by the dean or other adminis-
trative officials, or elected by the faculty members of the respective 
departments. 
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Since each of the individual leadership style scores was reported in 
terms of task orientation~ relationships orientation~ and leadership 
style, it was decided to construct three separate hypotheses as they 
pertained to the method of selection for the HPER chairperson position. 
The statement of each hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis 7a, :-here is no significant difference in the task ori-
entation scores between HPER chairpersons based, on method of selection 
for the position. 
Hypothesis 7b. There is no significant difference in the relation-
ships orientation scores between HPER chairpersons based on method of 
selection for the position. 
Hypothesis 7c. There is no significant difference in the leadership 
style between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the 
position. 
In order to test the hypotheses (H7a and H7b)t a one-way analysis of 
variance (unweighted means) was completed for the method of selecting 
groups for task orientation scores and then repeated for the relation-
ships orientation scores. Hypothesis 7c was tested using the chi-square 
test of independence. The output generated for these analyses was tested 
at a 0.01 significance level. 
Hypothesis 7a 
There is no significant difference in the task orientation scores 
between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the position. 
Using the method of selection as the independent variable, a one-way 
analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed comparing the task 
orientation scores of the two groups. At the 0.01 level of significance 
(F = 0.447, df = 1/45), it was found that the difference between the two 
groups was not significant (Table XXVI). The null hypothesis was ac-
cepted, and the conclusion was that there is no significant difference in 
the task orientation scores for HPER chairpersons based on method of 
selection for their current position. 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF ANOVA FOR EFFECT OF METHOD OF 
SELECTION ON LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS 
Dimension 
Task Orientation 
Relationships 
Orientation 
Hypothesis 7b 
df MS 
1/45 21.363 
1/45 273.184 
F 
.447 
2.153 
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There is no significant difference in the relationships orientation 
scores between HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the 
position. 
The same method for grouping was used to classify each chairperson 
as in Hypothesis 7a. Using the method of selection as the independent 
variable, a one-way analysis of variance (unweighted means) was performed 
comparing the relationships orientation mean scores of the two groups. 
At the 0.01 level of significance (F = 2.153, df = 1/44), it was found 
that the difference between the two groups was not significant (see Table 
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XXVI). The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was that 
there is no significant difference in the relationships orientation 
scores for HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for their cur-
rent position. 
Hypothesis 7c 
There is no significant difference in the leadership style between 
HPER chairpersons based on method of selection for the position. 
This hypothesis was tested by assigning each chairperson to one of 
the two groups based upon the information obtained through the demo-
graphic questionnaire. Within each group the dominant leadership styles 
were used to classify each administrator. A 2 x 8 chi-square analysis 
was performed, and the resulting contingency table is shown in Table 
XXVII. 
Method of 
Selection 
Dean 
Faculty 
Totals 
TABLE XXVII 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR METHOD OF SELECTION 
BY LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Leadership St~le 
Miss. Comp. Dev. Exec. Aut. Des. 
10 10 7 3 0 0 
7 6 3 1 0 0 
17 16 10 4 0 0 
Note: There were no missing cases. 
Ben. Aut. Bur. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
The chi-square (x = .577, df = 3) calculated was not significant at 
the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was accepted, and the conclusion was 
that there is no significant difference in the leadership styles for 
physical education chairpersons based on method of selection for their 
current position. 
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Summary 
The findings presented in this chapter include descriptive informa-
tion concerning selected professional and personal characteristics and 
leadership style of HPER chairpersons. The statistical testing of the 
hypotheses was developed to identify significant differences between 
reported leadership dimensions based upon selected variables. Thirty-
nine percent of the selected HPER chairpersons responded to the study. 
Almost three-fourths (74.5%) of the participants were male. The 
majority (59.6%) of the HPER chairpersons were in the age category of 51 
or more years, and the next highest category was the 46-50 years of age 
group, representing 23.4% of the respondents. The combined two groups 
represented 83.0% of the total number of respondents. 
In response to the method of selection for the chairperson position, 
63.8% of the subjects were appointed by the dean or other academic offi-
cials. All of the respond~nts had at least 10 years of professional 
experience and 68.1% had 26 or more years. Seventeen of the HPER chair-
persons (36.2%} indicated that they had 11 or more years in the current 
position. The respondents were administrators of departments, with over 
one-half (59.6%) having 6-15 full-time faculty members. 
One aspect of formal education which was reported showed that 34 of 
the HPER chairpersons (72.3%) had not received any type of formal manage-
ment education prior to assuming the position. However, 83.0% indicated 
that they would recommend some form of training or education for new 
chairpersons. Only three (6.4%) respondents were also serving as ath-
letic directors. 
In the overall study, the leadership style of Missionary {36.2%) 
was the most prominent of HPER chairpersons; 34.0% of those analyzed 
indicated a preference for the Compromiser style,. A high task orienta-
tion score was reported for 12.8% of the respondents, while 66.0% indi-
cated a high relationships orientation. 
Only one of the seven hypotheses showed significance. The analysis 
of hypothesis 2b showed that there is a significant difference in the 
mean scores for relationships orientation for HPER chairpersons based on 
gender. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This chapter contains a summary of the study, the findings gleaned 
from the analysis of the data collected, conclusions, and recommendations 
for further research. It was the purpose of this study to determine the 
leadership styles of HPER chairpersons in four-year public colleges and 
universities and to determine if there was a relationship between se-
lected professional and personal characteristics and leadership style. 
The study was based upon the 3-D Theory of Managerial Effectiveness (Red-
din, 1970), and was intended to identify administrative characteristics 
related to management effectiveness. 
The Management Position Analysis Test (MPAT), developed by Reddin 
(1983a), was used to investigate the leadership styles of selected HPER 
chairpersons. The 202 institutions of higher education from which the 
sample was taken were four-year public colleges and universities whose 
enrollments ranged between 2,000 and 10,000 students. The questionnaires 
were mailed to a total of 132 chairpersons who were randomly selected to 
participate in the study. Data were collected from 47 HPER chairpersons. 
The tests were scored according to the MPAT manual procedures. Scores 
for task orientation, relationships orientation, and leadership style 
were computed. Information from the demographic questionnaire was used 
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to group the respondents for the analysis of the leadership data. Using 
the leadership dimensions of task orientation, relationships orientation, 
and dominant leadership style as the dependent variables, the observed 
differences between 1 eve 1 s of se 1 ected independent vari ab 1 es were an-
alyzed. The independent variables were: years of experience in current 
position, gender, years of tot~l experience, age, number of full-time 
faculty members in the department, formal administrative/management edu-
cation, and method of selection for the position. 
The basic statistical approach analyzed the significance of differ-
ence among the various groups of subjects on two leadership dimensions 
and dominant leadership style. Each of the seven hypotheses was expanded 
to three separate hypotheses dealing with the scores on task orientation, 
relationships orientation, and dominant leadership style. 
Findings 
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The descriptive data revealed some interesting information concern-
ing the HPER chairpersons. The majority (75%) of the respondents were 
male. Over one-half {59.6%)' of the respondents were 51 or more years of 
age and 23.4% were 46-50 years of age. 
In response to the professional characteristics of the HPER chair-
persons, 68% indicated that they had 26 or more years of professional 
experience, while 17 (36%) respondents had been in their current position 
for 11 or more years. The second highest group (23%) had completed 6 to 
10 years as a chairperson. Only 17 (36.2%) had been selected for their 
current position by their faculty. Over one-half (59;6%) of the subjects 
supervised departments with 6 to 15 full-time faculty members. Only 
three (6%) of the HPER chairpersons were also serving as athletic 
directors. 
Of the 47 respondents, 39 (83%) recommended some form of leadership 
training for chairpersons. Only 12 (25.5%) indicated that they had re-
I 
ceived some form of administrative training/education prior to assuming 
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the role of a chairperson. Of the 12 chairpersons who received some form 
of administrative training, 11 (92%) recommended such training for new 
chairpersons. 
Overall, four leadership styles were demonstrated by HPER chairper-
sons. Thirty-three (70%) exhibited less effective styles (Missionary and 
Compromiser), while 14 (30%) exhibited more effective styles (Developer 
and Executive). 
The leadership style of Missionary was the most prominent among the 
respondents. It was defined by Reddin (1980) as a leader who uses a high 
relationships orientation in a situation where such behavior is inappro-
priate and who is, therefore, less effective. The Missionary is per-
ceived as being primarily concerned with harmony and being 1 iked. The 
chairperson treats faculty members with great kindness and consideration, 
allowing them to set their own objectives according to the faculty•s 
needs, accepting them even if somewhat unsatisfactory. 
The second most prominent leadership style chosen was Compromiser. 
This style was defined by Reddin (1980) as that of an administrator who 
uses a high task orientation and a high relationships orientation in a 
situation that requires a high orientation to only one or neither, and 
who was therefore less effective. This chairperson likes the idea of 
teamwork, but often is not able to find ways to utilize it. 
Only one statistically significant difference was identified, indi-
cating that a real difference existed within the associated variable. 
There was a significant difference in the mean scores of relationships 
orientation for HPER chairpersons based on gender. Based upon direct 
observation of the mean scores, it was found that female HPER chairper-
sons scored significantly higher at the 0.01 level of significance on the 
relationships orientation than did the male HPER chairpersons. 
Conclusions 
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The frequency data indicated that the HPER chairpersons utilized 
only four of the leadership styles: Missionary, Compromiser, Developer, 
and Executive. These four styles are the effective and ineffective coun-
terparts of the basic integrated and related styles of leadership. Ef-
fectiveness results from the use of a style in an appropriate situation. 
The compromiser and executive styles are the inappropriately used and 
appropriately used versions of the basic integrated style. Missionary 
and Developer are the inappropriately and appropriately used versions of 
the basic related style. Both styles are characterized by high relation-
ships orientation. This suggested that HPER chairpersons in this study 
were relationship-oriented, indicating that they had personal job rela-
tionships characterized by Reddin (1970) as listening, trusting, and 
encouraging. This finding was consistent with those of Milner and Tetu 
(1979) and Jennerich (1981). 
A possible explanation for this finding may be that HPER chairper-
sons and faculty members deal more with human interactions and human 
relations. Fiedler and Chemers (1974) implied that, as an organization 
or discipline increases its focus on human and social interactions, the 
leaders tend to decrease in task orientation. White and Karabetsos 
(1987) identified personnel management as the most important management 
area for HPER administrators. 
The Missionary and Compromiser leadership styles are not viewed as 
absolute measures of ineffectiveness, but they do identify what types of 
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task and relationships behavior a chairperson is using when he or she is 
less effective and when he or she is more effective {Reddin, 1983b). One 
of the less-effective leadership types is used as a description of the 
leader•s behavior when the particular behavior does not meet the demands 
of the situation. There was little relationship between a chairperson•s 
use of a more-effective version of a style and a less-effective style 
based on a correlation conducted between the more and less effective 
styles (Reddin, 1983b). 
Specifically, this study found only one significant difference be-
tween leadership style dimensions and demographic data. Female HPER 
chairpersons had higher relationships orientation mean scores than did 
their male counterparts. One exploratory explanation for this finding 
could possibly be that females are often socialized to nurture others and 
support harmony rather than developing technical skills, possibly result-
ing in less effective styles. This may account for the finding that only 
one female chairperson demonstrated a more-effective dominant leadership 
style in this study. Based upon the analysis of the data obtained from 
this study, female HPER chairpersons appeared to be as task oriented as 
did the male subjects. 
The lack of significant differences found between leadership style 
dimensions and demographic data suggested some preliminary conclusions: 
(1) responses to the items on the questionnaire were based upon the re-
spondents• perceptions of his or her leadership behavior, which may be a 
different criterion than faculty members or upper-level administrators 
would use, {2) the demographic variables were too limited, (3) the sample 
size was not large enough to detect any real differences, or {4) there 
may not truly be any significant differences. 
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If the demographic variables were too limited for this research 
study, additional significant variables should be identified. Other 
variables that could possibly affect leadership behavior include: the 
maturity level of the department. ages of the faculty members, and type 
of advanced degrees and ranks held by the faculty. 
Reco11111endations 
It is reconunend~d that fu.rther research be conducted in the area of 
leadership in the discipline of physical education and its allied fields 
of study. In reviewing the methods, procedures, and results of this 
study, the researcher suggests the following recommendations for further 
research: 
1. A replicated study with a larger sample size. 
2. Further investigation of leadership styles with a different 
scale developed especially for higher education administration. 
3. Additional research of the study of leadership styles of HPER 
chairpersons of institutions of different size, types of degrees granted, 
and student enrollment within the department. 
4. A comparative study of leadership behavior among the department 
chairpersons from colleges with more than one area of emphasis. 
5. Because of the possible differences between self-perceived and 
actual leadership behavior, research related to actual behavior should be 
conducted. 
6. A comparison of staff perceived leadership styles of department 
chairpersons and actual leadership styles should be made. 
Various research studies in the educational literature provide di-
vergent and suggestions for effective behavior of chairpersons in higher 
education. These studies provide an argument for universities offering 
programs in educational administration to expand the curriculum to in-
clude studies to assist future leaders to improve the behaviors associ-
ated with effective leadership styles. 
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[:; Dr. Reddin would like to give you one or two thoughts fl8 on design of thesis investigation and he will be in contact 
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I'vianagen1c1_l t Posj tion A,na}ysis 
START HERE 
P.1ge One 
ANSWERING THE QOEST.IONNAY:.~J.•, 
(D Inserted at the back of th1s booklet you w11l fmd an Answer Sheet Remove the Answer 
Sheet and put 1t to the s1de You w!ll not need 1t unllllater 
0) The Management Pos1l10n Analy::,1s cons1sts of 80 sets of 4 statements each You must 
· select 2 statements m each set wh1ch best descnbe what you actually do in the job you 
now have It IS very 1mportantthol you select 2 statements m each sol 
You may sometimes fmd that none of the 5,latemcnts opphes If ::,o, select the 2 statements 
whiCh best descnbe what you would do 1f you had to make a ch01ce among the 4 
statements g1ven 
@ The queshonna1re begms at the far left s1de of th1s booklet. Turn there and read the f1rst 
set of 4 statements Select the 2 statements wh1ch apply most closely to what you actually 
do m the JOb you now have. When you have made your selections, c1rcle the number 
wh1ch appears at the upper left of each statement 
G) Move to the next set of 4 statements and contmue to work your way through the questlOn-
narre This process Will take about 1 hour The &clfsconngwrll take about another hour When 
you have completed the quest10nnmre, you Will have c1rcled 160 numbers 
® Take out the Answer Sheet You Will note th..1t the Answer Sheet has 320 numbers on 1t, 
numbered conseeut1vcly fi·om 1 to 320 C1rcle the numbers on the Answer Sheetwh1ch corres-
pond to the number& you have c1rcled on the Quest10nna1re Please be sure to press very hard 
@ When you have completed Step 5, lear off the Answer Sheet and set 1t as1de You will not 
need 1t further 
G) Turn to Page Two 
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Managen1ent Position i\_nalysis 
QlJESTIONNAIRE 
57 
I follow rompnny policy nnd pro· 
coduros when dcuhng w1th stuff 
adv1sors 
49 
315 
I bo!wvo 111 t)w !Pdrn <~pprn.H'h \u 
the extent that I thm~ mo~t pro· 
blcms arc best '>olved !hut way 
227 
100 
I w,Jtch the Jmplomrnl.J\Joll of 
pions by mdlvJduJls uncl g1vc 
direct u::.sJstoncc <tnd gllld.:mcc 
where needed 
101 
I feel It 1s not usually worth tho I behove thut p1 opo1 trontmonl of I watch tmplomcntal10n'1 of plans 
effort to cooper a to w1th stuff nd- poopla 1s mora Important than cloboly, pomt out errors and 
vtsors produchvtty cnhctz.o whore necessary 
1~ W5 
I bclJCvc m rncouragmg ~dl con- I show the..~ I I tlm1l goG l control 
corned to p1 C!>cnt the comp .. llly to lccluuqucs nrc omong the mot.l 
the public m a good light Jmportont key' to !ugh produc-
tivity 
83 203 
05 
I behove ,1 fundnmont.tl ,1;o.d of 
the firm IS to crcutc cu::.tomcrs 
183 
31 
All 1nlor dc•p.Hlmont.li dif-
ference::. m wh1ch I am mvolvcd 
ore solved )Omtly 
295 
I scorn mtoro;tod only m tho task 
at some moctmgs and only m 
rolo l1onsh1ps at others 
217 
I cmphat.Jie rcguldr cvaluntJOn, 
mcdsurcmcnl und rovtow of per-
formance 
257 
I bohovo m mamtammg good I land to dornmato atrnootmgs 
customer relntionshtps evan at 
I l..oop an oyo on tho lmplcmonta- I avmd conflict ovon whon fncmg 
'twn of plans but do not always 1t could be useful 
h1gh cost to tho company. tnl.o actiOn whon IllS most need-
ed 
237 207 105 155 
I personally set h1gh output stan- I treat errors pr~rnar~ly as oppor- I believe Ill Simply followmg post When I am responsible for plann-
dards for myself and others and tumtws for everyone to learn and practice when dcalmg w1th tho mg I mvolvo many others 
work hard to seo that they are am prepared to look openly at my general pubhc 
mot own errors 
37 110 103 243 
I direct tho work of my subor- I somollmas onrourago now I do not soom mtcrealod m ony I commumcatc w1th others so as 
dmatos and du.courugo dovlll- 1doos but do not olwdys follow up kmd of control procedure~ to mamtam good rolatwnsh1ph 
ilons !rom my plans on too many of thorn nbovo all else 
303 73 107 141 
I usa mectm,ss to nrr~vo <it tho I behove the best wuy to mdm- I c..1m rospon~Jvc to sound pro- 1 personally bot clonr ob)octJvcs 
best po~~Jblc dccJslons to wh1ch tam good umon rolal10ns 1::. for posnb for modifying plunt. open that .Jro undcr~tood by all those 
everyone JS commJttod both s1dcs to follow the ngrcc- to !:luggcstJonb tlnd nlw.ly'l will- mvolvod 
mont JUSt as 1t 1!:1 wnttcn 1ng to help 
7'135 /,1 , ) I r , 1 1 269 
W!ula 'my ob)octlves are usually I do not seom mterostod Ill 
~"lntrly, clear, I allow: them to b<J, mootmgs avon whon thoy m1ght 
·,qwte looso so that they oro not bousoful 
alway¥ a good gu1do 
207 130 
I bo!Jovo formal ffif>C(IOF;'> arc the I !:.UCCC">sfully mollvnlc othrro., to 
bo!:ll ones set thmr own c!o<.1r ob)eclivcs 
51 261 
I go out of my way to cooporato Whon d1sngroernont ar1sos I tnko 
wtlh staff adv1sors I want to a firm stand 
mnko thorn fool that thoy arc 
needed 
20 223 
! <~m open to suggcstwns from 
other dcpnrtments and usr what 
I personnlly believe to be tho best 
', 1Ch!d'1 
I have both methods and output 
under con~tant rov1ow and 
change& 1n them a.ro regularly 
unpl<•menlcd .t& needed 
,' 305 
'I hovo no opm10n, ono way or tho 
othor, about tho toam approach 
, _tom~ungomont , 
00 
I bolwvo tho t tho gonoral pubhc 
must bo \.opt rontont nt oil ilmcs 
ovoa though product!Vlty m1ght 
fall 
59 lJ 
I understnncl nnd co-opcr,.l !c \'.ell I worl wl'll v. J!h h1glH•r level 
With stnff advisors mdnagemrnt t~nd ensure thot 
they lnow C>..dclly how I src my 
JOb 
165 
I thtnl: tho host way to mtroduco 
chango IS to mnko on announco-
rnont and than lot pouplo got on· 
WJ!b Jt 
159 
When I am mvolvcd thP plans 
mo~dc represent the bost tlunkmg 
of .dl concerned 
87 
I say that good rolatwns!ups w1th 
tho customer should oxJSt but I 
do not always do as much as I 
could to help matters 
265 
I respond to disagreement and 
conflict by rcferrmg to rules and 
procedures 
170 . ' ' . \ '53 " 231 273 
'1 tolerate doVJations In JJTJplomon- 'I tend to nvo1d or to argue w1th I havo some llllorosl m h1gh pro- I show httle concern ahcut or-
'' tlng' plans !I, th1s will avert staff advisors t!unking they often 'ductJvJty but it IS not always np- r01;s and usually do htUo to cor-
, unplo~~antnoss. ;: • . ' lmow htllo of tho prncucal s1de parent . and" thus producilv1ty reel or roduco thorn. 
;,,,- '· . , of t!unss , · ' sornournos suffers 
107 
108 
77 17') 
.ltll 2(,7 
I rc<>prc.l unwn~ .1nd tht•y 1 r<,ppc 1 J Jnlurm .dl r one tlllt'd \\t'l! 111 .1d I JwJJCVC lh.tl t•r r01 • would be Wht>n confhct .an.,c~ I help tho<>C' 
me My though\<., Oil UllHlll V.liH (' of .1ny po~·.tlllr• < h. m~:c .., nwum.ll 1f JWop]P '-.imply follow- mvolvcd to Cmd n sound b.JSJ<., for 
m.Jn.q•r llH'nl rPltlron ... \II' plll liHl I'IVr' tllr rn .ll\ oppntlllnJI'V to ~"'(•d P<,lo~b!Jo:,IH'd rule<> .mel pro- ,JgrPcmcnt 
over cfr('C\Jvcly 1n!lut>nc c•llu p1 opn•.ed c h.ltlt't 1 cduJr", 
309 71 1 163 
1 believe m "Onr t\!.tn One job 1 ,,,y I w.~nt lo t OOJll'rllif' Wl\h 1 do no! 'how too mtH h mtoroc;t I try to mtroduce chnnges very 
Well Oorw' IIJ\IIHl rrrll f''-.f'll\:1\JVf'', hut m mnmtammg s:ood rolotJOnc;hlps gradunlly so no one wtll bocomo, 
'>0/llPiunco.. put Itt tic• pfforl IIllO wJth thoGc nbovc me up•.nl 
doJilJ! .n 
70 l&'l lOti .l5J 
My rci,I\IOJI'>hlp'' WJ\h unuJII llntJoduc ( ( h.~ngt •, fo1J11.dlv .1ncl I 1\ln\..r m.my '•llggpc.,lh10~ nt I keep everyone fully mformod of 
rcprcscntotJvc~ dcmonc;tJ ole follow cJo..,elv .my e<t,tbl"hcd meatmg!:> nnd encourdge others what I tlunk they nood to know m 
th.ll I hnvc 
" 
rommlltmcnt to pro( Pdllrl''-> to do thr <nme order to do thetr tobs better 
both producttvtly and producl1ve " 
unwn·m,1nugcmront rcl .. lllOil..,hip<, 
247 111 1 70 
Wh1lc I do t1v to kN[1 .111 open I bclH'VI' tlw v.Jlut or Ll ('.1\IVJly l \1 y to dVOJd dJ•,.Igrccnwn\<; wJth l thmk thotumon rcprcsontohvcs 
channel of COrflllllH\lCtl\lUJl Wt\h t.h1111J..:P J!ld lll!lUV ltllll\ 1' of\!11 hlJ:lH'I mnnn,t::emrnt C'V£'11 though nrc a OUI'iOilCC and prefer to 
others I om no! ::dw,ly!:> '->UC'· uvC'rc•mpht~· Jtc•cl th1c., rndy lower my own or rnv h,1vc htllc to do With them 
CC'>'.rulm dmn~' •,n .ubnJdlll.J\1''-> pinduc.\J\1!\~ 
41 171 Ill 191 
I thu1k lh.Jt !htng'> J..!O be,[ wlu•n I p1 cp.11 u thfJ'-.(' o~ffpc\uc.J by ,, 1 behave 1ll the lc,Jrn c~ppro~H.h I keep on eye on tho lmplcmcntn· 
'>ubordJn,,lc.., u·H.ll r'>l.md ,IJld f h,lllJ..:l \J\ l,d~li1L; With lhPm \\ pjj but ,d<;o bc!u•vc 
" 
good lcnm !ton of pions and respond QUickly 
follow the du!rt>'> 
'" 
then JOb Ill ,JdV.!IH I' nPcd" ,, good lender who know<> to nnd •wive, any blockages 
dr..,c.rrplJOn what he J'> do1ng 
17 147 133 311 
1 do not gtvo n'> much pttorlly :1'> I I prclcr lo l!•l (' l(h tndtvtclunl Dt• 1'10n~ from the <;pcctftc ob- I ltko the tdeo of loam work but 
'>hou!cl to mnm\,unm~ gDl)(l 1 oJn. mo~J..r hi'> own pLtn~ u'> long .~~ Jl'~ \tVl''> I <,Q\ for other~ nrc often om not able to fmd ways to 
lion.shtp<-. With otlwr depart· they do llO{ rntcrf~t e WJ[!J tiH' dt<>courngcd npply 11 
mente; pi,Jn-, or othCJ<, 
251 157 47 233 
I m.unto~tn OPC'Il tru<,\mg COnl· I pJ.Hl W(•JJ ,1nd ronrrnlr11tr I drmon;trnte that I ewect h1gh I belteve tha !tho best measure of 
ffitllll( ,\!tOll ( h.tlliH'l'-. Wl\h pi Lillo\/ ily CHI liLY OWJI good LdC':1':. output frnm my .subordLn.J(c>:, yC't output ts a compnrLson basad on 
('VCI YDIH' ,1nd ,\.,'>Jgn 11Hhv1clunl rc'1pon. rl'c.ognllc nnd constdcr tn- norms prcvtously c<>tabhshod 
'1ibllill8'-. t 1Jvtdutd dJffNrnccr; 
67 5 27 1 120 
I go out of my way to cooperntc I want to do my JOb \Vllh ns little I,, "pi the fncl that one can 1 thmk that the tdea of sethng 
With uman rcprcscntnltvcs and mtcrfcrrnr::f' from thoc;p .1bovc> ns lco;.1 from errors but only occa· ovorall obtecllves cnn be over-
to karp thrm n., hnppy .1<> po'-.'>1· p<MJblc• '•tOn.tlly do I put th" to u'r done 
blc 
173 271 105 91 
I 1nform .dl conccrn<'d of tl1P I try to ru•.olv!' c onfl1c t .1<, rjUJcUy Once~ plnn'> .1rc> n ndu I m.t~c <1urc I bc!wvo !hnt the optntons of 
re,J'>on fo1 I ( h ll1J:I 
"' 
J)O'>'>dJI< hv II!H OVI! Ill}' tl- lhe1t unplcnwn\.IIIOn fn!low!> the c.ustomaro:; ,trc of pnmc concern 
unduJIYHI), L ll' ,r · OJIJ-:Jn.d pi Ill vr-ry c lo'->Pi\ to the compnny 
G5 151 6"> 307 
1 brltevc my JOb " to ;upply ,, l m<l!...C nn effort nt plnnmng but 1 hove Itt tie sympathy or mterest 1 belteve thnt loom mcotmgs ore 
product <lnd the fcelm~!:> of tlw plnn<> do not nlw.Jy'> work m umons ond what they stand good prtmortly because !hoy get 
custome" should have ltttle ef- out for people to talk together more 
feet on me or on com pony poltcy 
.(.'r ~ 
127 313 75 45 
I om con<,l;:mtly on the watch for I thm\.. th,l[ the• t<'.Jm ,1pp1 onch ,., I om pfrcctJvo m cncourngmg I mnkc clcnr to subordm11tes 
new u•,cfu! t~nd productJvc tclro~<, of tJ',(' ,\1 ltnH''> hut lh.l t fnrmnl lru~tmg u!lJOJHnnnnp,r'nwnt rcl.t· whnt I expect of them I •how from nny <>ourrr nnd dc'VC'Iop nlPPlrng•, .tr < ocnpl1• h il'> mw h or II(Jll<;htp'> thnt I vnluc cffJCI()ncy ond pro-
m,1ny 1ww Jd(',\'-> myo.,clf l'Vt'\l n10! (' duc\Jvtty 
39 177 291 213 " When do.llmg w1th <>ubordtn.Jtc~ I do not .seem ns mtcrestcd ns I I hke mectmgs to run bar- I ovnlua to tnd!Vldua1s personally I attempt to combme both ta.sk m1ght be m the octunllmplcmcn- momou<>ly r froquontly potnl out lhmr good' 
and relntlDnsl'lP consJdcrnllOn'> lntwn of deus JOn~ and bnd pomts and cri!JcLte but one or the other often suf-
where necessary -·. fer<> 
109 
201 21q 91 61 
I bdu•vc th.lt light r-onlrnh clrC cl J {'llCOUJ,ISl. nlht•J "> Ill ( v.d!Jolh J IJC'hcvc lht~llhu t.ornp,lny .ltould I !:.Cu &l.lU ,JCIVI'>OI.:; ,1.., source., of 
..,ounrl wc~y to mcrcabc p1 oduc- thC'Jr own nnrl nv 0\\11 pPI feu- fu 'I produrr ,, good p1 oclucl nnd competent hrlp and wclcornn 
llVlly J11dll( c tlwn l:Wl the customm to ,accept ::.ubgr~l1on.., from them 
" 
161 115 11!7 103 
I lhmk that tho octu<>l mlrodur- I lhmk lhnt mt~ny nc w Jdr,J.., lr.HI 1 lll'.l ... l liM I othr1 '• follow pro- I "'Y thnt good 1 oluhon&lup• w1th 
tum of,\ c h.H1gc 1 cquut'., hUla cf- lu UlliH.H U\~U\ \' .IJ.,n!:' • .. l'lll ~ • nt 't't\ua u•, C\uc .. lly hut .,omut1mt'::. tho urnorol pubhc oro IJon~flqpl 
fort on my port md Cra('\lon nhtr \ l1f J,am told to dn .o to thr rompnny but do hlllo nbout 
rn .. unt.unmg them 
123 61 16 249 
I <;eel out new .. md good 1doo~ I behove 'olaff oldVI'oOr'o lllll~l pro- I behove h1ghcr managomonl 1s I p1 of or to wr11o out commumcu-
.md moliV\lto other; to be a' vo that th01r c;u~~,r.;<"-,IJonl:- wtll 111- bo .. t Mmn DS part Of other Ioomb hone, w1th othuro, 
c.ren live ,Jb pObblblr crcn'le producllvll~ th.Jt ;hould mtcrlock offerllvoly 
w1th m~ own 
195 21 167 97 
I overlook v10lo twn; of «ny kmd I behove Ill c!mnt: IP~ )O!J by I c..or.lolJmo tnlk ,1boul thr pro .. 1 brhrvo tho com pony should 
1f 11 help> to make thmgs xun myself and prcf1 r little mvolvt hlrmb of 11111 mlucms. c lMn~tJ bul have lltllr 01 no concorn w1th tho 
more 'im.oothly mc..nt Wllh m JIM1~rr., 01 ctltr,I do uul alw.J)., aiiPmpt to dc.d mlm co, I., of the gunrrt~l pubhL 
dcpo1\monts "vllh thcr;c. piOIJicmq 
269 111 117 l03 
VVhPn f,lt 1111: c onfilr I I • to~nd Ill\' I wo1 k w1th .dl t t IH r Ill• d lt1 p1 t IIH' o!Jtr'r II VI , I ol'l 1\11' II U J!Jv I lwlu•vf• th.at 111'1 rn1m.mrc ci,JI.t 
g1ound .wtl l try lo be ..Jl:t pm- '>Cllt the C01111MOY 
"' 
l 11L' ht".l f.llr Iv C"li'dl though •,onwwi•.Jt 111- " be;\ fed bud to tht• uu.I1V1dual 
b\ltl.,IVC cl<, j)O<i&JbJr JlO,;Ible ilght ill the gC"ncrnl flt•x.blf' concerned ruther than to a 
pll\JJH •lljJ<'riOr 01 ol o,t,Jff lll\11 
277 7 145 10 
I behove lhu t "hen an error oc- I want to tmprmt• rn~ 1 c},J\1011· I tl.mk lnat pl,lmHng Jh not rr.1lly 1 prPfcr to r..oopC'r.1to and thus 
curs tho person rc&ponslble shtp& wtlh c;urrrJoJ., Lut on nnl il'"~ 1mpm tan\ Ob bOillt' people nvmd uny chsnr;rcrmcnt Wllh 
>hould be repr!mdnded ulways ltikt• the .trt1on thmk otllC'r deportment<; 
neccsJ:tory 
207 1l1 11 285 
If a procedure or control I& I lwhove ilhlt IOllncll mrotmgc; My rclu IJOllblup With bubor- I thmk tho best way to m1mm170 
v10latcd I m.Jko ;ure I conccn~ oro (1 pcderlly 1ounrl v. ny to p1 o- dmnlcr; 
" 
cx~ollent and IS crrorb 1s for tho&c mnkang lhom 
\r,llC 011 rmdmg OUt why dw c new JC!c ,J:;. rl1.1 rll.C (t'II/C'd bv mutu.d trust to have thCJr ( rror., C;\plamcd 
flnrl1 ('\pert 
55 211 131 229 
I say th.Jt I am w11lmg to I could supply n.rnt u•.rru: 1nfor I ~~uo .... ',ubtJI uu1.1te., to .,(•I thcu 1 '('Om mnrp mlcrnstrd m rlnv-to-
coopcr.Jic w1th staff adv1;or> but motiOn to othCJ ~ th .n 1 do ll\\'r ObJC'C.(IV('~ uCC"Ordmg \Q th01r LiriY produc\IVJly lhrm mlong-run 
do nol alw.Jyb do &o llC'UCk.. ~~ id ,H CC pi \hC'M C\ Cn If prmi,,r~t'"Jiy 
.muc.,J,,tll•n• .. l\J.,J.J(\on 
25 11 l.l5 255 
I prefer to go th1 ough the r~ght I understood .. mel rooporc~lc well I bnth drvclop .md propose m.1ny I hc~vc an open commumrot10n 
channel; when workmg Wl\h w1th h1gher !mel m.m~tgamcnl new idcc~o, channel Wlih cvcryona on any 
monagcrs of nsc;oc1n ted depart- molter and olhc" have 11 w1lh 
mcntb 11)(' 
-
225 JS 117 263 
I am not too mtcre5\ed m 1mprov- I ltrllt subolchn<ltP., v..Jth t:'rdl lthmk nPw idP.I" from briO\\' nrc When conflict .1r.;es I try lo bo 
m~: j)l OdtH (IVlly )Ubi f01 J('l 0\VII kuuJnc ... ., .JnU C"on 11h 1 .. ll('n nftc.•ulc•,•, u'>r.:ful th.Jn tho'l' ftom fLiu Out f1rm 
sake dbOV(' 
27 101 11J 153 
1 wo1 k to momld111 ~ood rol.1110n- I \,JJ..c nr .Jr..IIVC ,md li'>Lful petri I '>PI ob)CC.IIVO'l Wl{h ntht'l"> I pl.m w1th ~~ fmc nllonhon to 
.,}up& wtlh other d('pnrlmcnls 10 mN•Iingo, .md ll'>l' them to pu'>h wh1ch nrc rlrru ond fully ..Jgrrod detclll 
c,ut.U'%fUI!y f01 Ill\ Jcie.l'i \0 bj a litho"' diri'Ctiy lllVOiVPO 
I 
211 101 19') 13 
I u'uolly '"l tho\ u goot! JOb ho~s 1 t,t•l~evc lh<il wh.Jt tho !,( .wr<JI I .. oy th.11 J bolJt•vc c.ont1 o' {('C"hrH- I do not sho¥< ton much mtorest lJOPn do 10 whclhc1 or no\Jt wa~ pubhc lllilk~ ;hould nul II' quL .. olfl usc(uJ but I .,ldbJJ'>h ft.'h m ~l'bordmalt•b 
really Sdll&factory fluem.e tho co.npnny undulv c111d vw1a to c;omo 
110 
109 319 9 235 
I lu•lu•vt• th.ll .ill llllployl'l., I oH (JVl\y •UPJJill t IIIli JHUIIllllU 1 buhovu lhut thuau w1ll bu Cow 1 molivulo olhurs to tool lugh out-
~hould prm.cnl tho compony to the lctlm .1ppror1c..h La man.lgc- problems betwoon myself and put standards and oncourogo 
lhc pubhr ,lb bmng ol good C'OI· mPnl lug her manngcmcnl If proper dlld support them so that thoso 
pnr.tiC' 11!1n•n pror(}(lurn•, nnd 1 hnnnn\•1 010 lu.:h .. t.uulnrd .. nru mnl 
followed 
119 215 01 275 
I· bOO pl,lnnmg o:, u on.l''-mnJl JOb I l•lk about the 1mpart.mca of I havo htllo mlm u•tm mysalf or I behove thut 1! on orrar occurs 1t 
nud <IO uvt u'uully 111vulvu olhm• uv,du,tllun um.l tuvtuw but Uo not ulilUJ b IIIUIIllUUUJlg SUUIH.l roiu .. should Lo corro~totl In auch 0 
or thmr adon<J nlwoyc, sot mvolvt'd With II tiOilblups wllh tho ru\lomora way lhol no ono w11l ho upset 
' 
mybclf ,,., mur.h ,,., I miJ.:hl 
239 69 263 221 
I c,ol l11gh .. tdnd~u tb foa my'>cit 1 follow !;;t'llLI ~II I OlllJlolllY pohLy I tlunk lh,tl mo..,l urror::. tlrl:,c for I kcop method• onu output under 
c1nd encourage others to :,ol high m moml,unmg cu:,tomor rolal10n- ..1 good reason and 1l JC; bot tor to conslnnl rCVICW nnd mdkO 
output 'londord• &hipS look for thr rroson lh.m <~ilho or- chongcs to ensure h1gh output 
ror ll&clf 
23 200 250 245 
I want to coopcrolo With I behove LIM I c•valu.1tl0n .md At lho fu '' >~gn of confh< l I ul- I om not always os rccopllvo os I 
moJMgcrs of other deportment& rcvtcw t1ro often ovurblt csc;cd lomplto smooth thing~ ovr•r might bo whon others com-
but my caopornllon seldom mumcolo w1lh mo and 1om good 
works out ns well as I would hko at "shoolmg down" 1doas 
314 106 6l 144 
I thml.. that the loam clPP' onch ,., I bchL'VO 111 cnrmu.q~mg c.1H ron- 1 hohovc b(,tff oldVIbOrb OlUbl pro- I sol oblccllvc& Wllh olhor• 
of u.,,, .11 limo., but th.1t frun1o1l rl'rncd In Plt'•l'lll tlw c omp.1ny to vr th.tl lhmr '•\IJ;I:c•.,llnn•, wtll m- wh1ch .1ro < lrnr ond fully ngrood 
moutmg:, clcc.omph'>h d'J much or tlw pubiJr 111 ,1 ~ood hghl cru,u.c producliv1\y to by all those d~roclly mvolvod. 
oven more 
226 244 54 40 
I ollll not too mlcrestcd Ulimprov- I commumcolo w1Lh other:, so o& I lend to av01d or to nrguo w1lh When dcahng w1lh subordmalos 
mg produchvJly JUst (or 1t:, own to mnmto1, good reid llon&hlps stafl adv1sors thmkmg they often I nllompl to combmo both task 
sake obovo ull ol-,c !.now hlllo of tho prncllcal s1do and rolnllonsh1p cons1dora!Jons 
ollhmgs but one or the other oflon sur-
furs 
316 190 •16 136 
I behove m the loom dpprot~ch to I wdtch thr unplcrnLnldl!On of I demon&lr.!le lh,li 1 exp!'cl !ugh 'I he obiOCllvos I bol oro u•uolly 
tho oxlonl lhol 1 ihmk most pro- plans by mdlvlduol:. ,tnd g1vo output from my .,ubortiul.JlOb yet fmrly clcor though somowho~l m .. 
blom., c1rc bt~.,t ':oolvcd th.11 wo~y clirm t ,,.,.,,..,t.tnc t' .tnd gUidolllf'O ll'( ll).;fll/1' .md con ... ulcr Ill- nc .. blo 
WhCil' IH'L'cit'ci dlvulu,d chffl'II'IH "" 
132 116 8 274 
I ollow &UbOidlndlO& to bOI tho1r I thank new H.ICJ.~ from below .Jrc I wont to Improve my rololiOII· I show hlllo concorn oboul or-
own ob]ccllvos nccordmg to thmr often lObo Ubc(ulthdn those from sh1ps w1lh supor10rs but do not rors and usually do htlle to cor-
needs und accept thorn oven 1! above always taka tho actiOn roct or roducd them 
oomcwhol unsallsfoclory nccc:,snry 
126 206 234 92 
I bolh develop .mel propobc many If 3 proccdu1 c or control IS I behove lhdllho be& I moosure of I behove that tho OPiniOn& or 
new tdc.1o; Vlol~ltod I m.1kc !lure I c..om·cn~ output lh o.1 comp,HihOil b,t.,od on customers o1rc of pnmc concern 
tr.1tc on fmd1ng oul why normo, p1 CVIOli'Jly l'..,ldbho.,lwd to the comp(my 
06 120 200 148 
I behove my JOb IS to 'upply a l bomcllmo~ PnrourJ.f:O new I do not &ocm mlorco.,tcd In I prefer to lot onch mdiVIdual 
product dlld tho foohng• of tdoa• but do not olwdy' follow up mcot1ng' even whon they m1ghl mdkc Ius own pion• as long ns 
cublomerb •hou1d hove hliJo d- on loa m.1ny of thum bu uoulul they do nol mlorforo Wllh tho 
feel on me or on comp.my pohcy plans of others 
102 122 2J)2 110 
I keep .1n eye on tho lmp\cmcnto~~ I bcilCVO 1h.11 fmm(d mcf'lin8!> I nldllllolll1 upon tru'llm~: c. om- 1 behove lhnl dll omploycc~ 
lion of pldll~ oll1d ruo,pond QUICkly .uu cl pcrfcclly bOund wny lo pro- muruc..ntron ch.1nnul:, With :,hould prr~ont tho compdny to 
to o.1nd ~>olvc nny blocLtg(•, ducc now rdcnt., t'V''' yonc the pubhc os bcmg a good cor-
perote crh1cn 
166 16 276 I 150 
I somcl1mos ldlk aboul tho pro- I do nolg1vo os much pr10r.ly as I I bohovo lhallf on orror occurs 11 I soo plonnmg as n ono-mon Jab 
blcm• ol mlrodurmg ch•ngc but •hould to momldllllng good rclo- should be corrected m such n and do not usually mvolve olhors 
do not nlwoyb dllrmpl to doni tlon:,htps Wllh other dcpdlt- Wdy liM I no ono w11l bo up&el or thmr rdu.J& 
w1lh lheso problems mcnls 
111 
170 140 110 15 
1 mtrollucc chongos formcdly .1nd I ::.uccc::.sfu!ly mol!v.tlo other~ lo I bolicvo 111 tho tcdm dpprodch I behove htghcr management 1::. 
follow clo<;cly uny e~tabh.,hcd <>ol thC'tr own rlPnr ob]Prllvc>~ but r~lc;o bchrvo 
" 
good loam he::. I 'WOn aq part of other Learns 
procmlurcs need::. .1 good ladder who know::. tildl should mlcrlock effectively 
wh.t!IH' I'> clmn1~ Wllh my OW II 
162 260 oo 312 
I thmk thnl tho actual mliaduc- Al tho flr&l "gn of < onfhrl I nl- llhmk th.tl unum rrprobt'nlnlavob I hko tho 1don of loom wo~k bui 
l!un uf u chungu roqu1ro" hlllu ul- tmnpllo ::.muolh lhmg·. ovut dt u u uua::.unLu und I p1 t'for to ullonum nul ublu lo fmd woyH lu 
fort on my port hnvolallln to do w1th thnm npply II 
124 153 272 74 
I seck out now and good tdcos I plan well ... md COJ1CPI1 It .JlC I try to ro::.olvu t.onfhLl ,1.., fJUI( 1.-ly I behove lhc w.1y lo m.unldm 
,md moil vale others to be as prunartly on my own good idP.l'> 
'" 
PO'"lblc by unrovcrmg ll' good umon reid lions IS [or both 
CfCclliVC OS pOSSible and dS~I£11 mdJv!du~J! ro~pon- undorlymg CciUSo<, '>Idee, Ia follow the <tgroomcnt 
'>ibJliliCS JU'->1 tl!:.il l'• wnllcn 
228 102 200 06 
I believe thai proper treatment of I behove thu I w hal lho gencrdl I seem mtet e~lod only m tho task I have httlo sympathy w1th, or m-
people IS more Important I hun pubhc tlunkc; c.,houlrl not 1n- .1 t ::.nmo mootmgc., nnd nnly In tcro::.t m umons and whnl they 
producllv1ty flucnce the com}hlny unduly rcluliOn!:.hipS .1! uthor-, Blund for 
238 64 154 300 
I pt•rc.,on.dly c.,c\ h1gh output ..,1.111- I ..,pp ..,l,1ff t~dVJ',ol.., .I'. •.tlUI c th of I pl.1n \\ ilh II [!Ill' ,1\\1 Jl{IOII \0 I mt~lc mnny c.,uggohiJOns nl 
dard> for my;elf dod olhcr> and competent help ,ltld Wl'icomc dci,lll mcctmgc., .md encourage others 
work hard to sec th.1t they nrc c.,uggr<.,\Hm'> frCJm them to do the <.,t~nw 
mel 
166 5b 90 300 
r thmk the best way to mlroduce I say I am willmg to coopm ate I behove the company ;hould I behove lhdl team meclmgs aro 
change 1s to make an announce- With staff advihm s but do not have htUa or no concern with the good pnmanly because they got 
menl and then let pcoplo gel on always do so mtProst~ of tho general public people Ia talk together more. 
Wilhil 
304 lUG 76 142 
I usc mcetmgs to arrtvo at the Once p!ctn~ <~rc made I make sure I am offccl1vo Ill encouragmg I pcrbonnlly oel clear ob1ucl!ves 
best pOSSible dDCI~IOOb to whiCh th01r Jmplcmrntnl!On follow~ tilf' lru&tmg unwn-manngemrnt rf'la- ih.ll ,.re undur>lood by all those 
everyone IS committed ongmnl plc1n very< lo::.oly hom.h1ps mvolved 
216 242 100 182 
I talk about the Imparlance of I could supply more useful mfor- I behove that the general pubhc I watch Implemenlahon of plans 
evaluation and rev1ew but do not rna Lion to olh01 s than I do mu•l be kept content at all hmes closely, pomt out errors and 
al"' ays got mvolvod Wllh I[ even though productiVIty nughl cnltcJze whero necessary. 
my,olf as much as I m1ghl fall 
202 204 94 176 
I bclJOvc that light control::. nrc a I thmk that mo::.l I'll or~ dl 1'->l' for I bciH'vc !hot !lw comp~1ny '>hc..uld I mform all concerned well tn ad-
sound way to mcrcac;c produc- a good rco<.,on .wd 1! 1::. bctt('>I to f1r~! pr oducc ,1 good p1 oduct .md vt~ncc of dny poss1ble changes 
\iVJly look fm tlw 1 1'.\<.,on lhdn .1\ !IH' 1'1 llwn gt'l \hi' r II' !nrm~r to .11 n•p! .1 nd g1vr tlwm on opportumty to 
101 llbelf I( JII!Iucncc the propo~cd chdngo 
306 164 246 21 
I have no opJmon, one v... ny or the l try tO 1!1l!Od!HI' rh.lllgf''> VPIY l.nn nol ,Jiw.JyS ac, Ire t•pliVl' ~1.., I I w,1nl lo coopcrnto Wllh 
other, nbout the \cum upp1 ooc.h gwdu.Jlly •,o no ont' \\ dl lJl'come m1ght be when ollw1.., com· llhln.q;r'l'l of other deportment; 
to management up~et mumc-Jte w1!h me und I urn good uul my coopcro.l10n ;eldom 
Ill -,hootJ!I!~ rluwn" Jdr'd'l v.. 01 ~., oul ,1.., well nc; l would like 
188 302 30 210 
I nm 1 espons1ve to ~ound pro- I t.d .. c nn ,\cllVC' ,mel u~cful p.1rt My relntJOn<:.hip~ Wllh umon I omphasJw regular evaluotwn, 
pos,llc; for mocbfylllg pl.m:, oppn 111 mcc!mt:'-> und U'>(' !hum to pu..,h I cprC<.,I.m td IIVt''> demons II diD mcd~uromonl .1nd revww of per-
to ::.u,ggeshon'i and ... dway::. will- c;ucce'>'>fully for my ld!'ci'> ihdl I hdVO n commlt\mont to forma nee 
mg lo help both produclJVJty nnd pi oduc tlvo 
un1on m.tnogcmcnt reid \Jonsh1ps 
68 310 104 110 
I go out of my way to cooperate I bC'lJCvo m 'Onr M,m, One job I bny thnt good rclotJOnslup~ w1th I behove lhol ovaluallon and 
w1th uruon ropro::.ontallves UI\d Well Dono" lhe general pubhc aro bcnefJCiol rovww ore oflen ovcrblressed 
to Keep them as happy as poss1- lo lho compdny bui do hiilu <lhoul 
blc mamlammg thorn 
112 
70 160 202 12 
I rt''>P•'< t unwn; .wei tlwy 1 C'>PP< I Wlwn I ol/11 mvolvl'd llH' pl. Ill .. I bt•iiCVl' Lh.1l Cl101'> would be I undor!:>l.md und c..ouporotc woll 
me My thought.., on unton- m.ldc repru!,unl the bcbt lhmkmg mimm.tltf people -.tmply followed with lug her level management 
mnn,lgC'mf'nt rcl.11ions ~Ire put of .dl ronn•rncd C'ol.lhh'>hcd rule~ and procedure-; 
OVI'l pffp( [IVPJy 
10 200 '>0 116 
I duoct tho work of my &ulJor- 1 '->dY tb.Jlli.Jelwvo c ou\1 ol tee hm- 1 focJ II IB not llbUtl!ly WOilh tho I lhmk tho.1l muny now 1dcus loud 
du1nln•1 nnd dt•H'Ollll\~11 r!PVII\ II'""' 111o 11 turn\ but I l"ll.d>il'·h nfr1lll lt1 t noJH!IIIIo wllh •I\nff nd- In lllliHlf IIRRnry dlkOgronmnnt 
t.on.., from my plane, frw .md vioiitr <..,omr Vl'>Of'> and frtcllon 
288 l50 156 14 
I lrP.llPtroi'-. prHn.lrdy ,1.., nppnr- l prpff'r to wJJIC' out (Ofllmnmra Wlwn I .1m rc.,pon'-:.Jblr fo1 plnn- I work well Wllh h1ghor level 
tumlteb f01 cve1 yonc to Ic~ll n .1ncl lHlll'> wdh other.., 111ng I mvolvc mdny othcr'i mc~nugcmont .tnd cno,urc lildl 
c~m prpp,u Pel to look openly .1 t m\ they know cx(IC'ily how I bet• my 
0Wl1l'l rOI'-:. Job 
152 1q4 20 278 
I mokc ~m E'frorl at plannmg but I do not c.,com mtpn•c.,!C'cl 111 nny I prdor \0 COO pOI d tP ,md thus I behove that when an error oc-
I he pl.Jn". do not ~II way'> \\JOI h, ~md of C'ontrol proc erhu t'~ tiVOld .Jny ch..,Jgreomanl Wilh <..urt.. tho person responsible 
llUl ulht I d1•p,11 (!lH'Ilh '->hould \)(' 1 cprlnUindt•cl 
26 17l liJ(J 9& 
I prPff't to 1~0 tluough tlw rtt..:hl I Jllf'Jl.ll(' thll',(' .llfl'r !I'd by d I lh1nh. tlw iJp..,\ wt~y to lllllllntJIC' I iJPhc•vp .1 fuod.>monl.d go.1! of (h. Jill\( J.., win 11 \VOl h.111g Wllh t h.ill)-!1' IJV l ilh.tll)~ w1lh lht•rn \\l'll 1'1101.., 1.., fill tlw..,t- m.1ktng tlH'IIl tlu• f11 rn 1". lo f II', liP 1 ut..lomor'-o 
m,ln,lgcr". of .~.,..,or J,Jtrcl dupo~rl- lll cidV,Il)C (' to ihiVP tlw1r rrror.., P>.pl.lllll'd 
llll'll{O.., 
82 1 q6 zq4 232 
I have lillla mlcrcbl 111 my~clf or I overlook vJOid lwn'J of any ~md I tend to domma to d t mcclmgc., I have some mtercsl m h1gh pro. 
others mamtammg sound 1 cla- 1f ll holps lo make' thm~s run duclJvity but 1t 1s not nlways ap-
l10nbh1ps w1lh cu..,lomorc; mol a ::.moothly parent and thus producllvlly 
some limes ~uffcrs 
236 270 25(, 42 
I moltv.Jtc other., lo ::.cl h1gh ou1 When f.trmg ronf11( I I ':>l.utd my I h,lVC .10 upon ( 0/Tl/Tlllll]( ell JOn I thmk that lhmgb go best when 
pul hlnnddrdc, and ('ll('OUrd).::c' ground and lry lo be <IS par- ch.mncl With everyone on any subordma tes understand and 
.mrl ".upport them o..,o thn1 th(•<..,(' ..,U,\O:.,IV(' ,\.., poo:.,..,JbJc mdtler clncl olhcro.., holVC ll w1lh follow tho dulles 10 lh01r lOb 
hq;h o:.,l,llld.lrdc, ,Jrl' mel me de~t:.nplwn 
180 262 72 146 
I tolcrc~tc cluvJ,JtJOn.., lllllnplcmcJn- Wlten dJo..,.Jgrecmenl ,lrl'-of'.., I ttl~(' I '"Y I W.Jlll to c..oopcralc w1lh l lhmk !hal plnnmng lb nol really lmg plan• If lhib Will overt d firm bl,md umon rcprosontnlivcs bul as 1mp1Jrtant as some people 
unplcn~<Intnr~'-> c,onwl1mo::. pul lillie effort mto lhmk 
domg &o 
222 J2 2&6 44 
I keep mrthodb .1nd output unde1 All 111 t er-dcpt! r l mPn l <1 I ri>f- I tc•o:.,pond to rli..,d).!f crmcnt ,lnd My rclo!Jonbhlp Wllh hubor-
ronc.tc~nt rL'VICW dlld m 1kP rl'i'('!H (l.., 111 will( h I dill uwolvPd ( onflt( t by 1 l'rt'l rmg to rul1•.., .md dlllci(C<, 
" 
oxrr•llcnl dnd lb 
r hc~ngP<.., lo HI..,UI I' lngh 011lp1tl \If' o..,u[vl d jOI!ll[y pitH l'dllrr•.., rh.\r,lf lcrJtod by mulu.d II Ubi 
dlld I I'<..,IJC'f l 
198 13& 2 52 
I lllt.,IS{ lil,ll otlwrt, follow pro- Whtlc my obJectives diD u::.udlly I do nol ;how too muf h mtcrcst I go oul of my way lo cooperate 
C('durct.. rx.>clly lmt 0onwlJmc':> f.Jnly clco~r I nllow lhrm lo ba lll m.tJn\Jmmg good rclcJllon .... hlpb Wllh staff ndv1sors [ want lo 
objC( l1f I dnl told !u do ...,o f1UdP loo..,r· o..,o that lht>y u..ro not wtlh lhu•,r c~bovp IIH' mnko tht•m fori lhnl !hoy ore 
diW~lyt, n good g:tudc needed 
Ul 00 ZGO !0 
I h.lVC both method., and oul 1)ul I !ollo\v gen<'f,il c 01'1p,my pohc y \·Vhen rnnfltc.l .Jr1..,f'.., I help thO"-C' I am open to suggeslion<; from 
undc•J c on<,!,ml I('VIQW .Jlld 1111lldlnldl!llllt! ru..,tonwr 1 Pl.!liCill- l'vo)v('d to fmd ,l o...ound b,1..,1.., for ot~or dopartmcnb and uc.;o whnt 
( hollil'(' l ,, llwm till' r('t~ul.~ • 1\ <..,)11110.., 1~1 t'l'llll nl I ocro..,on,dlv bclwvo to be the be<;{ 
l!lll)]l IIH 1111 d I'> llt I d1 d Hll'olO... 
~"' 34 zqz 214 keep ~~n uyo nn llw unplcmonta- I du not c.how too muth 1n!cJc~t I hkt• mrctmgr... lo fiJI! \l,JI- l U\ .Jiualo md1v1duab poroou.1lly on llf pl,~n.., l)!l! du no! ,dwt~y.., mmv '>lllmrdlll.Jtt•:, llllilllllll ~Jv I IINJueollv poml nut lh01r ROOd 
1:...(' ,IC!JOn \\hun 11 1\ mo..,t need- dtld hdd romt .. nnd '.;r!hCI70 j ad where net.obsary 
113 
58 204 46 126 
1 follow (.om pony po!Jcy und pro- 1 believe that pcrformnnc.o ddta I make clear to su bordma tes I am constantly on the watch for 
coduro when doolmg w1th staff IS best fed back to tho mdiVIdual what I oxpoct of thorn I show new. useful and produchve 1deas 
adV!.!:.Of.!:. concerned r.tlhcr than to a that I value offH"JPncy and prG- from any source and develop 
~UIJCIIOf 01 d '>l.tff UllJ( duc.liv1ly mony now 1dons mysulf 
130 4 22 264 
I thmk tlwt thn 1dno of Hallmg I try to nvmd chqngroomonlt:l w1th I boJIOVO m domg my jOb by Whon connict ar!sos I try' to.bo 
overall ob)ochvos can be over- h1gher manngomcnt oven though mysolf and profor httlo mvolve- f01r but f1rm 
done lh1s muy lower my own or my mont With munngors of othor 
c;uborchnntoq' produchv1ty dopnrtmonts 
220 206 112 290 
I encourage others to evaluate I show that I thmk good control I work w1th all concerned to pro- I beheve formal meetmgs are the 
thmr own and my own perfor- techmques are among the most sent tho company m the best best one~ 
mance output Important keys to h1gh produc- pOSSible hght to the general ' 
llVJly public 
212 6 68 258 
I usually say that a good JOb has I want to do my JOb w1th u& httle I say that good relatwnsh1ps With I avmd cannJCt even when facmg 
been dono whether or not 1t was mtorferonco from thosP above .1s tho customcr<J should oxtst but I 11 could bo useful 
rcnlly snlt<tfAf'lary po11•uhlo do not nlwnys do ns much as I 
could to help rna tters 
254 240 10 60 
I keep everyone fully mformed of I set h1~h <,{,Jnd.~rd.s for my<:.clf I believe that there will be few I understand and cooperate well 
who! I thmk they need to know m and oncourugc others to sot h1gh problems between myself and w1th staff adv1sors 
order to do thoJr JOb better output <;\,mdnrds h1ghcr mann gamont If proper 
procodurcc; ond channels arc 
followed 
134 260 114 84 
m m~mtammg~good, Dev1ahons from the spoctflC ob-- I accept the fact that one can I behave tho value of creatiVIty, I bah eve 
Jechves I set for others are learn from errors but only occa· change and mnova llon 1s often customer relahonsh1ps even at~ 
dtscouraged swnally do I put th1s to use over.omphastzod h1gh cost to the company. 
320 106 20 174 
I acllvcly support and promote I belwvc m s1mply followmg past I work to mamtam good relation- I mform all concerned of the 
the team approach to manage- practJcO w!wn dcailng w1th tho ship!, w1th other dopnrlmcnts ro.tson for a chango 
ment general public 
248 178 36 230 
Wh1le I do try to keep an open I do not seem as mtorostod as I I treat subordmates With great I soem more mterestod m day-to-
channel of commun1cahon w1th m1ght bo m the octuolJmplomen- londnoss and consJderotiOn day producliv1ty than m long-run 
others, I am not always sue- ta han of dec1S1ons produc\JvJty. 
cessful m domg so 
APPENDIX C 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 
114 
ADMINISTRATIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF HPERD ADMJNISTBATORS 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
DirectiOns Please respond to the following 1tems by placing a check mark 
1n the appropnate space 
I was 
D A appointed by the Dean or other academic off1c1als 
D 8 elected by members of my department 
2 How long have you been a chairperson at th1s InStitUtion? 
D A 1-2 years 
0 8 3-5 years 
0 C 6-10 years 
0 0 11 years or longer 
3 The number of total professional expenence 
D A 1-1 0 years 
D 8 11 -1 5 years 
0 C 16-20 years 
0 D 21-25 years 
O E 26 years or longer 
4 The number of full-t1me faculty members under your superv1s1on 
0 A 1-5 members 
0 8 6-15 members 
0 C 15 membe1 s or larger 
5 Gender 
OA Male 
08 Female 
6 
-t:tA DB 
oc 
oo 
25-40 years 
41-45 years 
46-50 years 
51 or more 
7 Areas of admln1strat1ve responsibilities 
OA Phys1cal education chairperson 
0 B Phys1cal education chairperson and athletiC d1rector 
0 C Phys1cal educat1on chairperson w1th other admln1strat1ve dut1es 
115 
8 Would you recommend some form of formal management trammg for 
department ch;:mpersons? 
OA Yes 
DB No 
9 D1d you have any formal management tra1n1ng before becom1ng a 
department chairperson? 
D A Yes 
DB No 
If you would like a summary of th1s study please complete the following 
Name __________________ __ 
Address ________________ __ 
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APPENDIX D 
COVER LETTER TO HPER CHAIRPERSONS 
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118 
September 4, 1990 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I am a graduate student at Oklahoma State University working toward my 
doctoral degree in administration of physical education. I am con-
ducting my doctoral study, which is to investigate management styles 
of chairpersons in physical education departments at selected institu-
tions. It is anticipated that this study will classify management 
styles based on task and relationships orientation in various depart-
mental situations. 
I would greatly appreciate it if you would complete the enclosed in-
strument and return it to me by September 28. Please know that a few 
items might seem unrelated, but the form was professional developed 
and has a very rational organization. 
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated, and hopefully, will add 
to the knowledge in the area of administration of physical education. 
If you would like to receive a summary of the results, please complete 
the form at the bottom of the demographic data page and return to me. 
Thank you for assisting me with this study. 
Sincerely, 
Donna Cobb 
Doctoral Candidate 
Oklahoma State University, 
APPENDIX E 
FOLLOW-UP LETTER 
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120 
October 1, 1990 
Dear Colleague: 
A few weeks ago, I sent you a survey instrument designed to assess 
your management style according to various situations. As of this 
date, I have not received your returned questionnaire. I am espe-
cially interested in your response and hope that you will complete the 
questionnaire and return it at your earliest convenience. 
Realizing that letters are lost in the mail or the shuffle of a new 
semester, please contact me as soon as possible and I will forward you 
another copy. 
Your participation in this research study is very much appreciated. 
Thank you again for your time and assistance, and any inconveniences 
this may have caused you. 
Sincerely, 
Donna Cobb 
Doctoral Candidate 
Oklahoma State University 
APPENDIX F 
LIST OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS 
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L1st of PdrtlCLpBtlng InstLtulLons 
INSTITUTION 
Armstrong State College 
AubtHil lJnLvcn, Lly ,tl Honlgom~ry 
AustLn Pedy SLate Un1vers1ty 
Cal1forn1a State Un1vers1ty - Bakersf1eld 
Cameron Un1vers1ly 
Central M1ssour1 State Un1vers1ty 
Central Slate Un1vers1ty 
Colu~bus College 
Costal Carol1na College 
East Stroudsburg UnLversLLy o( l'cnn·;ylv.tnLl 
Empor1a State Un1vers1ty 
Frostburg State Un1vers1ty 
Georg1a Southern College 
Ind1ana Un1vcrs1ly Norlhwest 
Kearney State College 
Kentucky State Un1vers1ty 
Mansf1eld Un1vers1ty of Pennsylvan1a 
McNeese State Un1vers1ty 
M1ssour1 Southern State College 
Moorhead State Un1vers1ty 
Murray State Un1vers1ty 
Norfolk State Un1vers1ty 
Northern State College 
Northwest M1ssour1 State Un1vers1ty 
Northwestern State Un1vers1ty 
Pembroke State Un1vers1ty 
Plttsburg State Un1vers1ty 
Southeasl MLssourl State Un1vers1ty 
Southeastern Slate Un1vers1ty 
Southern Oregon State Un1vets1ty 
Southern Utah State Coll~ge 
Southwest State UnlversLty 
State Un1vers1ty of New York at Genesco 
Sue Ross Stdte Un1vers1ty 
Tarleton State Un1vers1ty 
The CLladel College 
STATE 
CA 
1\L 
l'N 
CA 
OK 
MO 
OH 
GA 
sc 
PA 
KS 
MO 
GA 
IN 
NE 
KY 
PI\ 
LA 
MO 
MN 
KY 
VA 
SD 
MO 
OK 
NC 
KS 
HO 
OK 
OR 
UT 
MN 
NY 
TX 
TX 
sc 
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ENROLLMENT 
3,186 
5,061 
4,765 
4,649 
5,529 
9,429 
2,680 
3,626 
3,650 
4,678 
5,459 
4,186 
8, 776 
5,372 
9,381 
2,105 
2,749 
7,448 
5,124 
8,435 
7,376 
7,721 
3,029 
4,995 
2,047 
2,645 
5,273 
8,506 
4,064 
4,714 
3,012 
2,359 
5,273 
2,106 
5,243 
3,733 
INSTITUTION 
Un.tvcrs.tty of M.tnncsot<l - Du1ulh 
Un.tvers.tty of Montevallo 
Un"Lvers.tty of Soulhern 1nch<1n.1 
Un1vcrs1Ly o( WLscons"Ln- P1~llcvt11v 
Un.tvcrs.tly oi W.tscons.tn - Supcr.tor 
Valdosta State College 
Wayne State College 
West Georg.ta College 
West Texas State Univers.tty 
Western Oregon State Un.tvers"Lty 
STATE 
MN 
AL 
fN 
WT 
Wl 
GA 
NE 
GA 
TX 
OR 
MA Wcbtf.teld State College 
Source: Higher Education Directory (1990). 
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ENROLLMENT 
7,645 
2,584 
4,673 
5,299 
2,200 
7,056 
2,924 
6,410 
5,742 
3,659 
5,067 
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